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EDITORI AL.
welcome to volume 5, Issue 3 of Aaventure Frope.

S0REL18ES, When you have been playing adventures for some time, you often get the feeling that
you might just be losing that enthusiasm you used to have. You begin to wonder if it is you, or
the quality or the adventures you have been piaying that is at fault. Then WHAM! without amy

warning along comes a game that seems to jump out of the screen, grab you by the throat, smack

you In the race and demand ail your attention! fou are brought instantly awake and all the
excitement of the early oays is re-kindled ali over again. This happened to me this month!
suadenly, all my jaded senses were sharpened by a game that | just couldn't leave alome. For
those wno are wondering which game | am raving about, it is THE GOLDEN FLEECE by Jim MacErayme.

ven | rinally completed 1t (not without a fot of help, | might add), my cheque for a RAH upgrade
vas posted without delay as | just cannot wait to play the other two games THE HOLY GRAIL and THE

H15510N. ALL | can say 15 WOW! All Inrocom fans will love these games.

Tnis month also saw the return of the Atari ST, now fully repaired and working a treat so the
Tull 118t of solutions available from Probe is ready for anyone who needs one. [ have tried to
send the 11st to everyone who vas waiting ror one but if | did torget anyone then do please drop
Be a {ine to remind me.

Enctosed with this issue is an application form for tickets for the second Adventure Probe
vonvention. | hope that all those who managed to attend the last Convention and many more of you
vill ve aple to come along in October. Jill Carter has kindly agreed tbeen roped in!) to run the
hegapoints Competition featuring another game by Larry Horstield. This should leave Larry tree to
aingle a littie and to run his PAW workbench it he wishes as he didn't have time to do any of
that at the last Convention (poor Larry). If any of you have any ideas re the Convention then
nov 15 the time to start sending them in. Also 1f anyone would like to otter their services to
help out on the day then go please let me know. | know that it is eight months away but | am

already getting excited about 1t all. Anyone who has booked accommodation in the hotel or who

are going to book accommodation, would they please let me know (you can just mention it on the
rear of the ticket application) so that | can then negotiate with the hotel for a special
reguced price on refreshments. | am hoping to arrive at the hotel on Friday and stay over until
Suncay morning (just because i don't want to miss out on all the extra fun with you all).

Tnis month also sav the start of our bob Adams’ nev column in Amstrad Computer User tyes | DID

eventually manage to'get hold of that issue in Smiths, Bob). | hope that this will be just the
Tirst of a permanent column in that magazine, congratulations Bob, very well done indeed.

Vell, I'm off nov to get all this collated and ready tor printing. | do hope that you enjoy this
issue and 1'l1 see you all again next month as usual.

Handy.
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REVIEWS
THE LOST DRAGON

Tartan Software, 61 bailie Norrie Crescent, Hontrose, Scotland, DDIC DT. Available on cassette
tor Spectrum abk/1zox price £2.85. keviewed by MANDY on Spectrum Fius 3.

It was a reai pieasure to be given the opportunity of reviewing another adventure from the Tartan
Labei, especialiy one tnat recounted ail the events and happenings at tne Aventure Frove
convention whilst providing the piayer with an interesting adventure to piay at the sase tise.

Tne screen is spiit into two sections tas in Double Agent and Gordello incidents, ome sige of tne
screen list all the nappenings in the Convention hall while the other vindow allows the player to
explore the hotel mapping will or course be easier if you were present at the hotel for tne
Convention as Tom has raitnruily stuck to the hotel floor plan). Did anyone notice that there
vas no third tioor button in tne 1ift? in this adventure, you must aiscover a vay to enter the
mysterious thiro rloor and atso discover the whereabouts of the {ost Dragon wnich must pe

recovered in time For tne presentation ceremony. Tnere are plenty of userul looking objects
lying about but getting them to tne rignt piace isn't all that easy. Well, you would expect a
doorman to try ana prevent you walking into tme foyer of his nice clean hotel carrying some bits
and pieces which you have dug about in the strangest places to find, wouidn't you: And of
course that large pox couldn't possibly fit through into the Iift could it: An obvious answer to
this would seem to be the fire escape, but then again, how the heck can you reach it as it is one
of tose contraptions that only allous you to come down and then swings back up into place again!

The first time | played this adventure | have to admit that | took absolutely no motice of tne
game itself, [ was too intrigued by all the happenings in the Convention hall. Every time |
tried to do any expioring | vas distracted by yet another message comming up on the other window.
I thoroughty enjoyea reading avout all the happenings in the Convention room so | secided to give
up on the adventure for the time being and read away to my hearts content. Oh yes, we are ail
there, Tom didn't miss a thing! | xnow you are all dying for me to tell you about it but | am

going to be mean and let you all find out tor yourseives!

back to the agventure proper. As there is obviously a time limit on finding tne Dragon in time
for the presentation ceremony, Tom has thoughtfully provided an ertra racility which is most
useful. Upon tne game 1oading you are given the option to play the adventure property or to
explore ana map rirst. This, | round vas particularly useful as you are allowed tree access to
all parts of tne game and all visible op)ects are tnere for you to mark down of course you can't
take them until you play the game propertys. Only a few or the locations are barred to you 1n

this mode - for obvious reasons. When you chose to play tne aoventure properly you are faced with
a load or devious puzzies ama traps in the fartan style we have come to know so well. | can
nonestly say tnat I fell into every trap that Tom set! Ome of the problems in particular has so

any traps to catch the unvary aaventurer that you could find yourselr almost tearing your hair
out in frustration. It was while | was engrossed in this that, who should turn up for a visit
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out Tom nimseir! | then had the strangest experience that an adventurer could have, to actually
nave the author looking over my shoulder and giggling at every one of his traps that | fell into!
Tne puzzles are unique, certainly logical (in hindsight), and really make you use your grey
cells.

As 1I the Lost bragon wasn't enough to keep you ousy puzzling away tor hours, fom has provided a

surprise rreepble on the otner sige of the tape. This is not one but TWU extra tree adventures ior
you to play so 1I you get stuck on the Lost Dragon you cam always toad up one of the other
agventures to take a break until you come up with another idea to try. The treebie adventures
are two OI the very early ones that fom wrote and | round them both very enjoyable too. Ome of
them has a couple Of sections in where number iogic puzzles are set for you before you can
release the required object. Une of these vas so intriguing that 1t had the whoie ramily gathered
arouna with pen and paper trying to work 1t out. When 1t was rinally solved everyone wanted to
go through 1t once more tthey could too as each time you enter the puzzle it is randomly set so
1s airierent!). All in all | voulo say that tor £z.B5 this is the best vaiue for momey cassette
that | have yet seen!

IIS ISI SITIESSISSIES SESE SSSI ISICs srr esr s sce sc ce ccec sc ccc res n cree ee Ree es en eneSS SSS C SSCS Cees sssC acsons scs zzzsss scss sass sa sss sass sss ness sss ass sss sss sss sss sass

SPLATT!
frice t1.25 (Uk), £2 Europe and Elsewhere (Seamarl)- or £2.50 Elsewhere Airmail}. Cheques/PQ's

to: Kk Gray, Cartoon House, 3 Alder Crescent, Orrord, warrington, Cheshire, UAZ 8AQ.

Revieved by CHRISTOPHER HESTER

ieacers or ADVENTURE PkUBE may be tamiliar with the editor ot SFLATT!, krazy kez Gray. Well now

sne's decided to launch her very own adult comic, assisted by the able pen of Roy Edwards, and
published by Handy kodrigues. SELATT!'s a bit like Viz meets... er, Viz. Silly cartoons and
prenty or jokes! It does also cater ror serious sturt as well, but 1t 15 definitely NOT The

banay. Issue 1 sav the start or koy Eawards' SCANDAL (Shouldn't 1t have been called SCANDALLAS?)

ana HULIDAT HOTEL HORRORS, starring both kez and Roy! FLOID 15 a key star, who you'll see
cropping up regularly - ne even reviews the nev records! | especially liked the superbly drawn
he lunbORES STREET by Koy Edwaras, a spoor on several ®weil-known® soap operas!

Issue £ has just been published, and 1s even ratter with serious silliness! It also has a new
AUvENTURE SECTION, which reports on the recent FROBE convention! There's even a jokey Problea
rage, which 1s worth seeing for the lovely photo ot kez nerselt!! (It 1s you, 18n't it?) Flus you
get a regutar Lrosswora ana vospetition to enjoy.

All said, SPLATT! 15 hard to put-cown rand hard to put gown as well!). kez Gray's style is wild
ane wacky, she sure can draw, wniist hoy Edwards 1s equaily great, 1T somewhat inspired by [he
beano ror his artwork! (l've got those annuals too!’ Why not send otf for a copy: It can only
Bake you laugh!

SoCo ooC CSS IRIIsEsSs nas I TIES II II SII ISS S IIS E SI IIIS SSIS SSIs IST I SSIs SIE I IIs ssss sss sss
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YARKON BLUES
By Jason avis. Available from Wo Sottware, 78 Radipole Lame, Weymouth, Dorset, DTA 88S. For

Amstrad CPC on cassette for £2 and disc at £4. Cheques etc payeble to J.G.Pancott.
keviever JAY HONOSUTONO played on CPC5128

farkon Blues 13 a graphic adventure written using that amazingly popular creator the G.A.C. You

play the part of Space Trader Rik MNeQuick, who 1s pilot of the mighty ODOUR-EATER lI
intergalactic Starship! By a series of unfortumate incidents, Rik's ship steers off course and

crash-lands on a strange green planet not unlike earth. The planet 1s called Yarkon, and 1s

vhere the adventure takes place.

Rik escapes his fate by leaving the ship via a small escape pod. The pod lands on a mountain top,
vhich 15 where the adventure begins. The main objective 1s, of course, to escape trom the planet
Yarkon. But this 1sn’t your average planet, oh mo. The planet has been deserted for years, maybe

centuries, so Rik cannot just go and phome the AA to fix his ship, he has to find a way oft the
planet himself!

After a fev moves in the adventure, you begin to realise a real aspect of the game which 1s
humour! The game 1s very tunny in places and also certain inputs get funny responses. The

atsosphere that the game creates 1s very realistic and clings on to you each time you try to
leave the computer. The structure of the game 1s designed to challenge you and keep you playing,
but not to frustrate you at the same time. The puzzles are mot too hard but mot too easy. They

are also very logical. There are many meat touches to the game which gives it a head start over
most home-brev games.

Overall this 1s an excellent adventure which is challenging, atmospheric, humorous and fum. It
1s simply a treat to play. | certainly hope that Jason has other games written for the Amstrad,

as | think he has lots of potential. Basically an excellent game in its own right and a definite
aust!

GORDELLO’S DEMISE
From Tartan Software, 61 Bailie Norrie Crescent, Montrose, Angus, DDI0 8DT. Available for

Spectrum 48K on cassette for £2.85.
Reviewed by JUNE ROVE on Spectrum 48K

It seems that with this latest 1ssue from Tartan Software, Tom has "dome a Dallas® - remember

how, in an earlier series, J.R.'s younger brother was killed, but it turned out later that he

wasn't really, and it vas just someone dreaming of his death? If you have played through to Part
3 of THE GORDELLO INCIDENT, you will get a distinct feeling of deja vu when playing GORDELLD'S

DEMISE, but wait a moment... that character didn't do THAT betore, and another character won't

repeat his previous actions, and yet another doesn’t have the power to do what he did before!
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50 to refresh your mesory on Fart 3, this is on the reverse of the tape, along with the complete
solution. However, newcomers to GORDELLO can play this as an independent game, then load DEMISE

and play another game altogether, with the added bonus of being able to use the same map. Use a
diferent coloured pen for writing things, though, the second time around, (whichever game you
play first), because you will find that some of the characters have changed their starting
locations, so you won't find them where you found them before.
| couldn't help but admire Tom's ingenuity in the way he has altered the solutions to the
probless between Part 3 of INCIDENT and DEMISE - as one who had previously played INCIDENT, |
found it interesting to compare the difterences, but for someone who hasn't played the earlier
game, DENISE provides two games for the price of ome. This is good value for money, and

(provided you don't cheat and look at the solution to Part 3!) will give many hours of enjoyment

solving the puzzles.

ONE OF OUR WOMBATS 1S MISSING
Zenoby Software, 26 Spotland Tops, Cutgate, Rochdale, Lancs, OL12 7NX. Available for Spectrum 48K

only at £2.43. keviewed by JILL CARTER on a Spectrum +2A

After a fev days 1n your nev job the Head Keeper asks you to fock up for the night. "Just take a
quick valk around®, he mumbles, “and see nothing 1s missing. It wouldn't do if the lions got out
nov vould 1?" he jokes as he leaves. At least you hope he 15 joking. The main concept behind
this text only, Quilled adventure 1s, as you may have guessed, to locate and recapture an escaped
wombat before the Head Keeper finds out that 1t has escaped. This turns out to be no easy task,
as you are almost immediately contronted by several problems, such as why are all the doors
locked, and hov do you undo thes, why are all the animals so uncooperative, and what can you
usetully do vith a cup ot cold tea? You can spend a very long tise indeed simply visiting and
mapping each location (you definitely need a map for this!), and trying to work out hov so many

corny jokes could have been dreamed up by one man - on your travels you meet a mamic mynah and a
coal mynah, and an uninhabited cage - belonging to the famous missing lynx!

but atter all the novelty has worn oft, what are you left with? The answer 1s a very playable
adventure indeed, but | personally feel that Nike may have set the level of difficulty too high
at the beginning of the game. It may just be my own’ preference, but | find it all too easy to
become disheartened at the beginning of an adventure when met by continual stone-walling tactics.
However, the gase 1s addictive to say the least, and omce you get into your stride things do
begin to 1all into place... well, more than they did at first, anyway. The standard of writing 1s
very high, with only one spelling mistake, and then 1t's more of a typing error. There are mo

bugs that | could rind (vith the exception or those 1n the insect house!), so the playtesters
certainly did a rirst rate job. 50, in retrospect, would | rather have a green cheese sandwich?
Vell, | think that anybody buying this game, providing that they have a strong semse of humour

and 1nsursountable patience would certainly not be disappointed 1n the game. It 1s certainly a
credit to the Zenobi label and to Mike himself. Basically, 1f you are a fan of Balrog games, you
are sure to love this one! | think I'l] torfeit the green cheese sandwich this tise!
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COMPUTER ADVENTURES - THE SECRET ART
By Gil Villiamson. £7.95 From Atlas Software, 67 Lloyd Street, Liandudmo, Guynedd, LL30 27P

Reviewed by HAROLD DIXON.

This book covers every aspect of the adventure world, right from how to play adventures, hov to
present your own game - right through all the intricities of development, and even how to publish
it! There are many ideas, both tried amd umtried, and many excellent examples throughout the
book. It has a good example adventure specially structured for the reader's inforsation, and has

very informative Appendices. The instructions are very clear and easy to understand. There are
also several very intriuging illustrations vith a certain puzzling aspect for the enquiring mind.

It is so easy to fall into a rut, so easy to get stuck in an adventure getting nowhere - the book
eases these problems tor you - sets your mind at rest. If you are writing an adventure one must
make them interesting, not too easy, not too hard - give the adventurer sosething to do - |
reveal too much (sorry uil) - well - It is a highly entertaining book, one with a quality of its
own. The author has a clever vay of getting through to you - expressing his own feelings and

opinions - yet at the sase tise fully involving the reader, which | find a very strong good
pont! He makes even the most minor details contain that certain elesent of excitement which
helps to create that other-worid atmosphere, which 1s surely the basis of all adventures. He

helps you to really get into the sving of things from the word go, clearly explaining things in
a most delightful manner as he goes on. His working through the example adventure is a treat in
itselt, and surely vill encourage anyone to go on with greater determimation to conquer amy
stubborn adventure they may be stuck in. There 1s also a wordlist supplied in the book, which |
think 15 an excellent 1dea, 1t can be referred to again and again, as indeed the entire manual.

The author has obviously entered well into the adventuring world, as shows in his many examples -
his gases list is to be vell commended - especially to learners and informative to the pro's. The

light and wasy vay the book 1s presented makes 1t easy to read and understand, making it ome that
vill often be referred to. It 1s a certain must for greenhorn adventurers, and has a certain
chars making 1t a fair buy even for the pro's. | could read another just like it and never get
ted up. My advice - PLACE AN ORDER NOW - IT'S TOO GOOD TO MISS!!!

s=mm==

WONDERLAND
By Magnetic Scrolls and Virgin Mastertronic, available mov on (BM PC (£34.99), ST and Amiga

versions (1 meg only) due January 1891.

Reviewed by TED BUGLER played on IBH-PC

Host readers will have heard of this game by mow partly because of the fact that it has been
advertised for so long, and 1t's release delayed for even longer than has nov become alsost
coapuisory 1n the games world, but also because of the considerable hype surrounding the game

design systea known as Magnetic Windows. So mow that 1t’s out, how does 1t live up to the advance

publicity? The game comes on a whole host of floppy disks and a hard drive is almost cospulsory,
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a5 13 2 mouse and a minisus processing speed of OBMHz. Opening the manual will tell you verylittle about the plot, as virtually all 66 pages (plus two extra leatlets) are devoted to an
explanation of the game systes. fou play the part of Alice, as in Wonderland, and really that's
all you need to know at the outset.

Kany claims have been made about the game system, and 1t's fair to say that nev ground has been
broken 1n terms of the way in which you can select your preferred game-style, i.e. full text,
senu commands, icons, etc.. fou can even have pictures 1f you really must! What's more, there’s
character interaction as weil!! in more detail, you can open windows shoving by icons the items
In your inventory, the items in the present location, possible exits, a map of where you've been,
and so on. There are any numbe® of different font styles to choose trom, and having selected your
preferred layout you can then save 1t, as well as saving 1nternal preferences such as whether you
have graphics on, detault colours (black and white or white and black), mouse semsitivity, and so
on. Untortunately, what you cannot do 15 restore your saved position immediately after a sudden
death, or make a ramsave, and here lies the basis of the main problem with this game. The game
system may be ultra-clever and capable of so many wondrous things, but it really does fail to
deliver some of the more basic teatures that we all regard as standard these days. In short, it's
too clever for 1t's own good! And then, dear readers, in case you thought that standard features
had been totally overlooked, there are the bugs and spelling mistakes without which no self-
respecting author would dream of releasing an adventure, especially one whose manual boasts no
tever than six playtesters in its credits - vere they asleep all of the time? For instance, how
about sitting down on a riverbank only to get the response that you are mov sitting on the sky!
Hy tavourite, however, came when | tried to unlock a red door with the front door key (1 can feel
the imminent onset of the potted plant syndromes, to be told that the key didn't fit. Fair
enough, but when | then thought, hang on, this 1s an advanced system so the parser is bound to
accept “it", and tried "unlock green door with 1t* | wasn't expecting the response ®you can't see

a rabbit hole here!

The real tragedy about this release 1s that the game itself looks very good, reminiscent of Guild
ot Thieves, and 1s certainly a well-constructed text adventure which would undoubtedly have
benet1tted trom Pawn-style graphics and even a fixed screen layout offering through the function
keys a choice of text, icon, or menu command systems (see Spelicaster 101 for the real thing). As
1t 1s, however, the systes 1s so clumsy, with jerky scrolling and different sized pictures 1n
each location which make 1t impossible to stick to an optimum screen layout, and clearly too much
tine (and memory) has gome into the system design without adequate attention being paid to the
gase itselt. MNevertbeless, once you've mastered the systems, there really 1s a mice game to be
played. There 1s, incidently, an on-screen help routine (which your reviewer has consulted purely
1n order to assess 1ts contribution to the overall package!) and this 1s certainly an 1mprovesent
on previous Magnetic Scrolls help routines, which were really exercises in copy-typing although
they did have the advantage of deterring you from cheating too early and too often.

| can certainly recomsend the game for those with the minimus hardvare requiresents, but | hopethat some of the blemishes will be removed before the other 16 bit conversions are released. As
tor © bitters, I'm afraid that, like Alice herself, they will just have to drean.....
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FANTASTIC ADVENTURE
An adventure written under the nom-de-pluse of George Jeffreys and available for the Amiga.

kevieved by NIC RUMSEY and played on the Amiga

Rarely does an adventure so richly deserve its title as this one. If you look in the dictionary
you vill find that Fantastic means beyond belief. THIS OME IS CERTAINLY UNBELIEVABLE. It boasts a
total of 30 rooas and 4 mediocre puzzies (if you count rolling a rock, putting on a hat and

saying a spell as puzzles). The only difficult touch was im opening a chest, where the luckless
adventurer had to unlock it with a strange key and kick the wretched box to open it.

After 18 minutes and 123 moves the "game" was definitely wp... suspecting a vind up by a certain
pair of very dubious characters [ phoned the more gruesome one. Needless to say he kmew mothing
of it!! Just in case the author vas endeavouring to market his first adventure | wrote to him

complimenting him on the handiing of an otherwise highly priced game (£2.85). He replied that it
vas his first game and that | could playtest his next ("as you obviously mov more about that
than me"). This was an otter | should be happy to accept should he have the urge to write
another.

Those who have graduated from a C64 (or like me stilll use one as well) vill remember a spoof
"The Activision Adventure of the Year®, this one is from the same stable... Our very own Grue!

hisseif. Obviously meant as an April Fool trap, | would tell him that this vas not a Wayfarer

trap (the foot wouldn't even go in 1t, let alone get trapped). However 1t was a mice piece of
programming on Hatrack il, and having seen a {ater etfort | wish him luck with it. Next time
market 1t under Snookumsott or Smooksoft for short!!!

(Looks as if the April foo! didn't work, Grue! To anyone who would like to see this adventure for
themselves and see what it is all about, send a disc and stamp to the Grue! at the address on the
telephone helpline page....Ed)

ER HH HHH HHH HHHHHH HHHHHHHHHHssn
FISHING FOR RED HERRINGS

KINGDOM OF SPELDOME
By MARK ELTRINGHAM played on Amstrad

BIBLE. CANDLE. LEAF. SHIELD. FLAG. SPEAR. SKULL. SHOE.

THE GOLDEN FLEECE
By NEIL SHIPMAN played on Atari ST

SWORD. COIN. ROPE. LETTER OPENER. CANISTER. GOBLET. PENDULUM. INGOT.

CHEST. EXCALIBUR. SILVER KEY.

HHH HHHHHH TH HHH HH HHH HHH HHH HE HH ERR RE HE
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NEWS

HOKE INFOCOM RELEASES FROM V1ki|N/HASTERVRONIC

virginsastertronic have just announced that they have acquired the rights to a turther five
Intocon aaventures. Tnese are Z0KK 11, ZORK 111, ENCHANTER, SOKCEREK and DEADLINE. These will be
released in late Harch for the FC and the Amiga and will cost £9.93. This 1s excellent news as
1t vas feared that these titles would become unavailable. | only hope that Virgin/Mastertronic
vill continue vith their ertorts and that soon the complete range of Infocom adventures
(considered by many to be the "kolls-Koyce" of adventures) will soon be completely available once
nore. Many thanks to Paul Rigby tor sending in this information.

NEW SPECTRUM PD LIBRARY

wordon Inglis has launched a new FD Library ror the Spectrum computer and already he has an
1spressive nuaber of games available including many trom Zemobi, Interceptor, Softel and others.
cordon is looking for other adventures to add to his list and all donations of games are most
welcome and all games will be included in the library. There seems to be a huge reserve of
deleted/unavailable games in company vaults and many, many home-grown games that people vould
love to play but don't get the chance because the author has been dejected atter having his/ner
errorts rejected by a couple of major labels so nov 1s the chance to get your talents noticed.
¥no knows, entering games into the Public Domain has led to many authors being recognised. All
the games are available at 9p each plus 17p tor postage and packing. For turther details Gordon
can be contacted at 11 West Maytield, Edinburgh, EHS TF.

UPGRADE AVAILABLE FROM GILSOFT

koy Milliken wrote to tell me that Giisoft have produced an up-grade for the CP/M version of
Favs, which nov allows one to include graphics with a program. Roy has tried 1t out and says that
even for the FCW, which does not exactly lend itself to graphics, it is quite good.

ELVIRA FOR THE ATARI ST

Accolade have just announced that ELVIRA, MISTRESS OF THE DARK will be available for the Atari ST

by the end of February and will retail at £29.99. The Amiga, IBM PC and Tandy versions are
already available. For more intormation ring 071 738 1376 and ask for Sue Winslow.

GOOD NEWS FOR TALESPIN USERS

beltronics have released the FANTASY GRAPHICS DISK, a program consisting of numerous drawings tor
inclusion into Microdeal's Talespin Adventure Creation Systes. These include Characters,
backgrounds, Weapons, Armour and many other objects "too numerous to mention®. | am told that the
price will be £9.99. They also offer other ennancements for this system and offer discounts on
the Talespin program itself. For turther details write to Deltromics, PO Box 175, Carshalton,
Surrey, SMS ZWA. NB Deltronics have offered a cut-price deal for readers of Probe who order
through me. | don't know what the response would be but it interested parties would like to get
In touch with me | can then perhaps arrange ror thes to take advantage of the vastly reduced

price quoted to me.
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WIZARD WORKS
By JIM MACBRAYNE

Bob Adams’ recent article in Probe set me to thinking (was that a snigger I heard from The
Grue?) about something which amazingly enough had never before really reached the level of
objective consciousness, namely, how do you actually go about starting to write a computer
adventure. After all, surely you just start at the beginning, fiddle around for a few hundred hours
or so, and at the end your completed masterpiece appears like the rabbit from the hat - isn’t that
so? Suddenly [ realised that for the last ten years, with five games under my belt, I've never
really analysed what I've been doing!

Ever a lover of myth and fantasy, I suppose that the decision to adhere to this is basically the
starting point, in that at least it gives a broad base on which to build. Thus, before I begin
writing, [ know that the game is going to involve such diverse subjects as fairy tales, legend,
pseudo-science, spell-casting and so on. This has the advantage that, providing you give your
imagination totally free-rein, the sky's the limit. For example, in the blink of an eye, you could
find yourself transported to scenarios reminiscent of Arthurian legend, Alice in Wonderland or
Wind in the Willows, with all thc potential for atmosphere-creating descriptions you could
desire. Even having taken this decision, you are in no way restricted by it because, remembering
that fantasy is the rule of the day, you could instantly transport to the Piccadillyline in rush hour
or to the methanc-laden plains of Neptune. As I've said, the only restriction is your own
imagination!

Further analysing my past cfforts,I realised that in every case I've started by writing a few room
descriptions with absolutely no idea at all where this was leading. These first dozen or so room
descriptions tend to be fairly atmospheric, lengthy and detailed, but may or may not end up as
significant in the final product. They really serve no more purpose than to get me into the correct
frame of mind and to act as a springboard for future developments. By the time this stage is
finished, I've usually got at leasta vague idea for a plot, and the real brainwork can begin. (Was
that another chortle from the direction of Ormskirk?)

As [I'm sure we're all aware, much of the atmosphere and addictiveness of an adventure game is
created by having a range of scenarios which interlink in certain specific ways, then allowing the

.player tantalising glimpses into them, though he/she may not be able to fully exploit his/her
surroundings in the. first instance. Even although I may at this point still only have the vaguest
outline of a plot in my mind, this then, for me, is the next stage - considering scenarios, thinking
how they might link, mapping, designing and generally scribbling down lots of ideas on paper.
Coincidentally with this, to use Mandy's expression, I'll be "pondering puzzles”, or thinking of
ways to obstruct the player's progress. Of course, this is an on-going thing, and can be carried
out whenever your mind is not otherwise occupied (guffaw from Lancashire), some of my better
ideas having come like a bolt from the blue while | was driving, or in the "wee sma* oors* when
couldn't get to sleep - my dear wife is long since used to hearing an ill-supressed chuckle from
the other side of the bed at three o'clock in the moming. It's perhape pertinent to record here that
the basic plot of The Holy Grail was largely conceived and designed while I was ona fortnight's
holiday - some 100 miles removed from my computer.
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Okay, by this timc my originally-vague plot will have gelled into something more concrete, and
the ime has come to sit down at the computer, do some serious work, and transfer the brilliant
idcas on to disk. This tends to be & bit of a slog, involving many hours hunched over the
keyboard, malt whisky, Readers’ Digest Reverse Dictionary and thesaurus (in order of
importance) to hand. Room descriptions are laboriously written and honed to perfection, often at
the mind-bending rate of three per night, and 1 swim in a sea of nouns, verbs, adverbs and
prepositions. Simultaneously with this of course, as I do not use an adventure writing system, the
programming itself has to be contended with, and all sorts of complications anse - what if they

try to sit in the thimble? - did I allow for someone examining the floor in room 22? - what if they
put the lamp inside the box then try to close it? - Who'd be a programmer? - Am | nuts? (sounds
of hilarity from Leeds area)!

Right - the rooms are now compleic, all sorts of items exist to be manipulated in varous ways,
and the end objective bas to be reached, so how do we sct about optimising the player's
problems? At the outsct, at least the way in which 1 personally do things. as each object is
created it is arbitrarily placed in one of the rooms as a temporary measurc. Each item now mayor
may not have to be relocated in a more suitable location according to its place in the final scheme
of things. Thus, there wouldn't scem to be much point in putting the key to open a door behind
that same door, and you must ensurc that problem number onc leads to problem number two then
in turn to problem number three and so on, with no dead ends or unintentional one-way streets.
Sometimes this requires the writing of an extra room here and there where a particular set of
circumstances hasn't been allowed for, but that’s no problem, and at last we're there - the game

is finished - or is it?

1 virtually never feel an adventure game is totally finished until perhaps some months after its
“completion”. I'm always tempted to fiddle about with it, tweak it here and there, and add in little

extra touches, until 1 just can’t be bothered with it any longer. Probably the best example of this
was in The Golden Fleece in which, on completion, 1 felt that it could be just that little bit better.
As a consequence 1 sellotaped in the see-saw room problem, which in my ‘umble opinion is onc
of the best parts of the game. Then there’s always the feedback from playtesters who may have
some really excellent suggestions to make, such as Ted Bugler's idea ofthe *flashbacks' in The
Mission. (thanx Ted)

Well, for better or worse, that's the way I do it, though I strongly suspect that there are as many
methods as there are authors. | can honestly say that I now very much prefer writing games to
playing them, and my advice to all those budding authors out there who've been thinking of
wriling a game but have been frightened off by the imagined difficulty is - Don’t put off any
longer. You don't know what you're capable of until you try, and you might bc denying us all
the brilliance of an author with skills equalling those of Dave Lebling.

Would any other adventure authors fike to contribute their experienceson how they go about creating their adventures for this new .section? |
think this wouid be extremely interesting tor the rest ot us.....Mandy
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PAWS FOR THOUGHT
a by Larry Horsfield
As some of you will be aware, I recently purchased a 2nd hand Amstrad
CPC 6128, in order to convert all of my adventures. I hope that the
Amstrad adventurers who have been asking home-grown adventure authors
to convert games will appreciate all the hard work this has entailed,and purchase the adventures when they are released! At the time of
typing this article, Parts 1 and 2 of both "Magnetic Moon" and "The
Axe of Kolt" are complete, and part 3 of both games are being worked
on. "Kolt" will be the same as the 128k Spectrum version, as will
"Starship Quest", but I have included a new puzzle into part 2 of
"Moon" and have altered part 3 somewhat, as I was never really happywith it. One thing that I will be incorporating into the Amstrad
versions, and into all my future Spectrum adventures as well, is a
scoring system.
I have decided to do this after conducting a survey into improving theplayability of adventures. An article by Gerald Kellett in "Adventure
Coder" gave me a lot of ideas, but I then ask several friends "What,if anything, would make you replay an adventure after you have
completed it?" Those that said they would replay it said they would do
so if they had not scored the maximum number of points at the end of
the game. With this in mind, I decided to include a points score in my
games from now on.
I found that this is not as easy as you would think. PAW has a SCORE
facility which uses flag 30. However, I realised that the score would
be limited to a maximum of 255 points, as the flag can only have a
range of 0 - 255. "The Axe of Kolt" is a 4-part adventure, and 255
points would have to be spread pretty thinly around the game. I wanted
a more satisfying score total, and decided to have a total of 1200
points in the adventure, 300 to be scored in each part. I'm making the
point (excuse the pun!) of telling the player the number of points to
be scored in each part, so that they can replay any part in order to
score the full 300. I mentioned this to my friend John "It's the man!"
Bromwich, who makes me look like a complete moron when it comes to anysort of programming, and he came up with the simple routine which I
will tell you about here.
First of all, I would point out that this method works equally well on
both Amstrad and Spectrum PAW. You should ignore flag 30, and use two
of the user flags, let's say 200 and 201. The way this method works isthat we use flag 200 to hold the score up to 99. As soon as it goes
over 99, even if it was say 108, 100 is deducted and 1 added to flag

- 201. To do all this we need one entry in Process 2, and you will need
to create a new Process table to contain the entries needed to show
the score on screen, replacing the SCORE routine, say Process 3. Apartfrom the normal score system messages 21 and 22, we will need afurther message, which is just the number 0. This can be any of the
spare messages or sysmess in the Spectrum version, but in my Amstrad
versions, I used sysmess 34 (the cursor in Spectrum) which is spare.Incidentally, in the Amstrad version, flags 29, 39 & 41 are spare, so
they can be utilised by the writer. In fact you could use two of these
flags in this score routine if you are doing this on an Amstrad. By
the way, just to fill a bit of space at the foot of this page, I would
advise all Amstrad adventurers that all my future adventures will be
converted to CPC/PCW format as they are being written on Spectrum.
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The first thing you should do is insert the following entry at the endof Process 2:

GT 200 99 MINUS 200 100 PLUS 201 1

This is the entry that updates the score when it reaches 100. Next,
having inserted Process 3, you will need to insert the following threeentries into that table:

SYSMESS 21

NOTZERO 201 PRINT 201 LT 200 10 SYSMESS 34

we PRINT 200 SYSMESS 22

In the second entry, I have specified sysmess 34, which is the figure
0 (zero), but in Spectrum you would use another sysmess or message.
Now the entry which goes in Response (Process 0 on CPC) to show thescore on ‘screen. This is simply:

SCORE _ PROCESS 3 DONE

You will also have to include the PROCESS 3 line in the QUIT routine.
You could, as I did, alter sysmess 22 to remind the player of thetotal number of points, and all you need to do is change sysmess 22 toread: " points out of 1200."
I also like to tell the player how many turns he/she has taken. Thisis handled by the TURNS routine, and needs no alteration. However, I
wanted the TURNS screen messages as an extension of the score
messages, so that when the player types SCORE, he will get the message"You have scored 345 points out of 1200, after taking 471 turns."To do this, I altered sysmess 22 to read " points out of 1200, " (notethe blank space at either end of the message) and I altered sysmess 17
to read "after taking ". To implement ‘this in your adventure, justinsert the TURNS action in Process 3, after SYSMESS 22 in the thirdentry, l.e.: _ _ PRINT 200 SYSMESS 22 TURNS

Having done all that, I will now move on to the actual entries in the
Response and Process tables which actually increment the score. Wherethe action which scores the points can only be performed ONCE in thewhole adventure, you merely need to insert the appropriate line in theentry, say PLUS 200 5, but what if the scoring action can be repeated?
As an example, I will take a situation in part 1 of "Magnetic Moon".
You need to get from one side of the spaceship to the other along a
gangway that runs from starboard to port (east-west to landlubbersl!).
Halfway along the gangway, unseen unless you LOOK PORT, or LOOK AROUND
CORNER (You're standing at the aft end of a FORWARD-AFT (north-south)
gangway, just by the corner) are one of the ship's officers and aguard, who're standing outside the engine room door. You do not haveto input those commands in order to solve the puzzle, but they willgive you useful information about what is happening around the corner.I'm not going to tell you how the puzzle is solved, as it'd spoil the
game for those who have not played the adventure yet (why not, I ask
you!), but this may give you an idea of how to improve the playabilityof your adventure. Incidentally, Gerald Kellet's article appears inissue 6 of Adventure Coder, available from Chris Hester.
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You can also LISTEN to hear what is being sald, and will also score
points if you do this, but you don't have to. Now, because these are
actions which can be performed more than once, you have to be very
careful when inserting the entries in the database (source file in
CPC). Say the scoring action is the LISTEN one mentioned above. There
are actually two methods of doing this, both involving the use of
flags.
The first method is to have two LISTEN entries, one with the points
score in it, the other without for any subsequent LISTEN lnputs. These
will be like so:

LISTEN _ AT 10 Z2ZERO 100 MESSAGE 100 PLUS 200 5 SET 100 DONE

LISTEN _ AT 10 MESSAGE 100 DONE

You will notice that I have made no reference to flag 100 in the
second entry. This is because once flag 100 is set to anything other
than 0, the first entry is ignored by PAW.

The other method is to have a separate process table for all the score
entries that involve repeatable inputs. This involves a second flag
for each score, but as there are a couple of hundred user flags in PAW

it is feasible. The way this is done would be to have just one LISTEN
entry in response/process 0, like this:

LISTEN _ AT 10 MESSAGE 100 SET 100 DONE

When the player inputs LISTEN at location 10, flag 100 is set the
first time you do it and because we have not specified that flag 100
must be ZERO, it will have no effect on subsequent inputs. What is
needed now is a new process table, say process 4, and for each entry
where we score points, we will need an entry in process 4 like this:

ous NOTZERO 100 ZERO 101 PLUS 200 5 SET 101

You will need update process 4 every turn, so include the following
line somewhere in process 2: _ - PROCESS 4

Although it requires using more flags this method makes it easier to
keep track of the point scoring entries, and this is extremely
important, as you do not want the player scoring more than the maximum
number of points in your adventure.
Whatever method you use for scoring, and even if you do not have a
score system, you will use a lot of flags. If you write multi-part
adventures like I do, where you continue play in subsequent parts
using a saved position, you have to use the CLEAR action to reset
flags at the start of the next part, so that you can use them again.
Where you have a whole block of flags, say from 60 to 150, that's an
awful lot of entries. I spoke to John Bromwich about this, and he came
up with an EXTERN routine which will clear whole blocks of flags as
specified by the user. I will be dealing with this in my next article
(as long as John supplies the info! Subtle hint there, John!), so
Happy PAW'ing until then.
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FI1CT1O0N
RETURN OF THE SON OF COLOSSAL ADVENTURE

THE REVENGE
(Or: The valley of the Trolls)

A short story by Kylie the Wompat Slayer
FART Til
rros the Jjoocentre bernard walked down into the valley. It certainly had changed, he thought, as
ne strolled through tne valley municipal car park one silver piece all days, and past the
souvenir snops seiling tacky plastic axes, "genuine" dungeon rocks and "I've been to the Valley"

pencil cases. Tne old Mcuandalf's was still there, bernara was pleased to see, providing
satlsTying yet strangely unnealthy fare for the weary would-be adventurer, but otherwise there
seemed to be a large number of closing-cown sales in evidence, and a lot of shops were actually
poarged up. But it was almost lunchtime, so Bernard decided to make a detour into his old

workplace beiore presenting himself for his new )ob.

At least one thing in the valley hadn't changed, Bernard thought as he entered McGandalf's. The

1amous tripple half pounder with double processed cheese, fried eggs, onion rings, bacon,

pinappie, lettuce, cucumper, gherkins, tosato ketchup and Hcuandalt special recipe salad sauce

still featured prominently on the menu under the title or the Kandolph McGandalf mega-whoppa

\although 1t was referred to by the start as the murder burger - Bernard had once eaten one for a
pet and had discovered that this was a fair description). The staff still had to wear the black

pointy Kandoiph Hcuandalt hats with the silver stars on - he even recognised some of the grease
stains on the tables.

*Yo, Bernard!", the dwart behind the counter greeted hin. "Long time no see! What have you been

getting up to all these years?® “Hi there Shorty," replied Bernard, who wasn't very good at
nicknames. Lying shamelessly, he continued; "Well, things were getting a bit dull back in the
v000s, you know the sort of thing, maidens getting under my feet, counting all that gold getting
on my nerves - | thought | could do vith a break, being so rabutously wealthy gets to be a bit or

a strain after a while." "Things nave certainly changed here since you lett®, Shorty told him,
"The old dungeon closed down about Six months ago - they said 1t just wasn't profitable any more.
how they've turned 1t into a big office complex, but 1t's just not tne same. All the old staff
here (ert soon arterwords, and we're having to train up a nev batch - they're hopeless, look!"

bernard looked. A pirate, complete with black patch, wooden leg, parrot and pointy black hat with

one star on 1t had stumped up to a goblin who had just entered and sat down at ome of the neat
little tables with the red and white checked cloths. "(an | help you, you scurvy knave, or would

you preter it 11 | slit your gizzara:!" the pirate screeched manically. He thrust a menu into the
nangs of the terrified goblin, and continued; "Nov order, ye wretched landiubber, or it'll be a

taste or the lash tor thee!" "I-i-1'il have a mega-whippa with chips" stammered the goblin, who

tooked as 1t he wished that he'd brought sandwiches that day." *l'll have a mega-whoppa vith
cnips PLEASE CAPTAIN! or ye'll walk the plank arore daybreak tomorrow ye miserable yellov-beilied
siime!® the pirate snarled, “And con't ye rorget 1t. Have a nice day or 1t'll be the worse for
thee!
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“1 see what you mean.” said Bernard. “At least he's saying “Have a mice day", and “can | help
you" now," mused Snorty, "1ou should have seen him a month ago. The rest are even worse. you

ought to see the kitchen starr - the three witches are terrible cooks - keep wanting to put eye
of newt into everything - although with kandolph McGandalf's special salad sauce, who's going to
know, that's wnat | say. Do you want anything to eat by the vay" “Um, no thanks" said Bernard

hastily, "I'm 1n a bit of a hurry. I'll see you around." ¥ith that he quickly left, slamming the
door on a sussy wno had been about to ask hia to visit again soon or eise reel the curse ot the
Pharoahs for all etermity.

At least, he thought, the aadress on the card, the “Dungeon at the End of the valley Business
Estate and Orrice Complex” couldn't be too difficult to find. However, when be finally arrived at
the old famiizar iron grille, he round that 1t had now only been triple padiocked but also weided

shut and concreted over, measures that made the “completely and absolutely mo entry under any
circumstances to anyone on pain of death” sign seem rather unnecessary. He soon saw the reason
why. A little further down the valley vas a massive, gleaming, steel door, fully twice bernard's
height, hewn into the living rock or the hillside. The door had gone out or its vay to look

1mposing and awesome, to overvheim anyone who dared to approach with its importance. This was the
corporate door, which looked as 1r it had been designed by teams or 1mage consultants, working
around the clock. bernard probably would have been more impressed 1f it hadn't been tor the pink
and pastel blue designer logo emblazoned across the door, which stated, in arty writing, that
this vas the Middle-Earth headquarters of Puppi-snax Pet Foods. He self-consciously held up the
jobcentre card to the whirring video camera and was revarded with an almost imperceptible click
trom the door, which swung silently open before him.

The halivay behind the door was even more gleaming and impressive than the door itself had been.
Framed photographs of the widely varied and highly nutritious Fuppi-snax range where ranked along
the marble wails towards a vast reception dest. The receptiomst herself, sitting on an
uncomtortable looking chair underneath "New! Liver and Tripe Flavour Chunky Chunks" and
"Chocolate-coated Beery Smax* glanced up at his. “From the jobcentre! Please wait just a
moment." After checking a piece of paper, she asked bernard to sign the visitors’ book, which he

did vith'a rlourish, having practiced his autograph in happier days, and covering most of a page
vith a big, swirly signature. Then with a well-practiced smile, the receptiomst said brightly;
"Please take the elevator up to the tifth floor where Hiss Jones willmeet you. The department you
require is accounts section ab). Please enjoy your time working at Puppi-Smax Pet Foods.® Atter
assuring her that he would certainly try, Bernard wandered off in the direction that she had

pointed, searching for the elevator, whatever that was. Luckily, there was only one door in the
part or the hail that the receptionist had indicated, with a single large button beside it, and
unable to think or anything else to do and in the best adventuring tradition, bernard pressed it.
There vas a swish, and the doors opened onto a rather cramped room with a panel of buttons down

one side. bernard barely managed to squeeze himself into the elevator, and quickly caught up his
tail which vas trailing dangerously near the door as 1t swished shut again. Then hitting a button
somewhere In the vicinity or five with his elbow, he began his descent into the bowels of Fuppi-
Snax pet toods.
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SPECTRUM ADVENTURES AT NEW LOW PRICES ?‘®' Y

FROM THE SILENT CORNER
Ja SceENLoADIN pART !!captain kook rg iN EACH

The year is ad. 2010. Many light-years out, the Captain, a senior
stellagrapher in the 5th Chrozon fleet is in dire circumstances -
his vessel is ablaze and hurtling around an uncharted globe. By
absurd misfortune, the cryogenic systems have retained the
greater part of his memory. And now, unfamiliar with the ship's
complexities, his problems seem insurmountable: to extinguish the
fire; manoeuvre the craft into a safe orbit: dispatch a distress
signal; collect the required survival equipment and teleport down
to the surface. Should he succeed to this point, it is only the
beginning...
How cen he survive what could be a hostile environment?
Can he solve the mystery of Easter Island's stone statues?
Where is the burial place of the vessel left by his ancestors?
Can he operate the ancient craft once more, and return safely to
Chrozon and his wife and three chrozlets?
CAPTAIN KOOK. A 2 part text-only acoventure. Spectrum 48/128k
DEFINITELY A GAME TO MAKE YOU THINK...LOTS OF STYLE...
GOOD MARKS FOR PRESENTATION... WORTH A LOOK.
WHAT A DELIGHT IT TURNED OUT TOD BE... _MIKE GERRARD, YOUR SINCLAIR

COMPETITION NEWS. . . PROBE.
4Zz READER

Our warmest congratulations go out to Terry Taylor of Bacup,
winner of the £50 prize in the morse code competition...
Terry's answer was correct in every detail. The message was
transmitted at 30 words per minute, consisting of distress code,ship's name, position and coded instrument status -
HELP, 'EZXR/AG 39-3" (QUAREEN)...

NGGq SCREENi LOADthe inner lakes a neoded
Most anglers go fishing to wind down end escape from the rigoursof everyday life. To sample the tranquil surroundings of the
riverbank and the simple delights Mother Nature has on offer.
The remainder don't. You are one of the remainder and you have atask - to catch a record-sized fish and overcome plenty of
problems along the way...
THE INNER LAKES. A text-only adventure. Spectrum 48/128k

NEW LOw PRIEE5uFET KOOK - £2.99NI Lgme INNER LAKES - 99p
OR BOTH GAMES FOR...
Send cheque/po at eZANECardin) to THE SILENT CORNER

3 Lonsdale Villas
(overseas add £1 extra postage) Wallasey

Merseyside L45 4PG
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THE LOST DRAGON (PLUS a surprise freebie)

Avallable NOW
from TARTAN SOFTWARE....£2 95

For some consideradle time fi! bed been suggested thai a “gathering” ofsubscribers fo ADVENTURE PROBE would be 2 good idea. Rell) through theefforts of a fev, who for ihe momen! "shall remain nameless, - {his“gathering” eventually took place as THE ADVENTURE PROBE CONVENTION ai {he
STRATAALLAN HOTEL in Biraingham on 1514 Septender 1990.

A few thought that rt would be STEEL to make a special preseniaiionto Handy. Some money wes collecied and a cerfafz playtester was chargedwith the responsibility of buying a “DRACON" from a well-kzows shop I»BLACKPOOL. Bul of caurse, being a playlester, the task had io be performed{he hard way aad the figurine was eventually obtafned {1 EIREALDY! Ip facttwo “DRAGONS' were bought, as a presentaifon to Sandra bad now been addasdfo {he arrangenents.
Sone of the coosventioneers who ware travelling from afar were schednled toarrive oo the previons evening and the playtester (alright ({ was LornaPaterson) was supposed fo nmeel up with the Witch of Wessex (Joan Pancott)al a cerfain time on the Friday afternoon. The Wiich wailed and waited andwaited (ever forcing & drink on TARTAN TAK (ov the meanfine!), but no signof Lorna. No wonder! Ske had arrived esrly sad was “resting” worriedly 1aber room ard by the time {hat she eventually (sheepishly) appeared in the
Lonnge the Wiich dad gone to HER rooa to change for dinner!
Wiy sheepishly? You may wall ask! After checking fn (AND NOT NEETING UPHITE TRE WITCH), lorna proceeded to ber room vis the lift. Strange lift fnthis Hotel thought the bold lass. NO THIRD FLOOR BUTTON! Ko aster, asher room was oo the fif{h floor, bution oumber 5 was pressed and (he 1iftzoved upwards.

On the overhead indicator number I Ift femporar{ly, fheo pumber 7 then ....Lights flashed on esd off and In puff of smoke, a white-basrded WIZARD
appeared 2nd purlofned Mandy's “DRAGON” from Lorna's handbag. He stoodglaring ai Lorna and fold her that he wonld have been unable fo take ihe"DRAGON" if {he Witch bad previously touched It, BUT it could be retrievedIn time for the PRESENTATION CERENONY {if any brave soul was prepared foenter kis Magical Horld (open ONLY oz Saturdays) on floor 3 of The Hotel,No prises for guessing who aust now sccept this challenge In the SPECTRUN
advenifure THE LOST DRAGON. :

Hhtle searchizg for the "DRAGON" all of the events of the CONVENTION willbe revealed....sane for the very first time’
TARTAN SOFTWARE, 61, Bailie Norrie Crescent, NONTROSE. Scotland. DDI 907
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Damn Blenkinsop, and damn yourself for ill-considered foolhardiness in accepting this, his latest
absurd challenge! Idly, as you face the massive, ornate stone altar, its multi-faceted and
hypnotcally-arranged stones glinting in the scattered luminescence from the walls in the semi-
distance, forming a seemingly impassible barrier to the beckoning, tantalising glint of light
reflected from water far to the north, your thoughts flit back to the strange and testing demands
recently made on your not-inconsiderable intellect. Does the bedroom in Toad Hall conceal
some ill-understood clue? What, if anything, lies in the peculiar forest of mushroom-like

growths, and what secrets, if any, lic hidden in the dimly-lit recesses of the Acme Factory?

SAT AGS
The latest masterpiece from the pen of Jim MacBrayne

author of The Golden Fleece and The Holy Grail.

The Mission is immediately available for the AMIGA and ATARI ST with

a minimum of 1 megabyte of memory, and offers probably the most testing
challenge ever for the experienced text-only adventurer.

Cheques/postal orders for 7 pounds 50 pence to cover cost, post & packaging
should be made payable to... ..

Jim MacBrayne
27 Paidmyre Crescent

Newton Mearns
Glasgow G77 5AQ

ee go

)
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FSF ADVENTURES
48k _and 128k Text Adventures:

MAGNETIC MOON - A 3 part science fiction text adventure in which you play thepart of Mike Erlin, a would-be hero who decides to go against his captain'sorders and go it alone to seek a way in to the underground installation thatis the source of the powerful magnetic field that has trapped your spaceship,the "Stellar Queen", on the surface of the moon you have crash-landed on.This adventure will test your ingenuity to the full, as the problems rangefrom dead easy to (as one frustrated playtester put it) "never-in-a-month-of-Sundays"! Once you have equipped yourself and gone AWOL without being caughtby the Captain or 1st Officer, you find a gigantic wrecked space freighterblocking your route - can you find a way past it? What dangers await once yougain access to this underground complex, which is manned by a gang ofruthless space pirates? You will somehow have to deal with these quys before
you stand any chance of turning off the generators powering the magnetictield. Even if you succeed in achieving the seemingly impossible, can youfind your way back to the Stellar Queen? Play MAGNETIC MOON and find out!!
STARSHIP QUEST - The exciting 3 part sequel to Magnetic Moon carries on wherethat adventure ends, with Mike Erlin back in space on board the StellarQueen, now speeding away from the moon. After talking with the injuredCommander Giles, who you rescued from the wreck of the lost scoutship"Pathfinder”, you are convinced that the secret of the two mysterious discs,given to you by the beautiful priestess Jaelaine, lies on the mother planetof the "magnetic" moon. You plead with your captain to let you return to theplanet, but he refuses. You realise that you must once again disobey hisorders and get off the ship under your own steam! Once you reach the planet,your exploits will include going for a trip on an ancient undergroundrailway, dealing with various androids - some helpful, some not - trying toget an empty space Jeep refuelled, escaping from the sacrificial altar of
some bloodthirsty natives, avoiding death from all sorts of alien creatures,and eventually making a journey underground that will lead you to the STAR
‘MATRIX, key to the "Last Starship of the Galaxans"|
THE AXE OF KOLT - This fantasy adventure from the "PAW" of Larry Horsfieldcasts you in the persona of Alaric Blackmoon, one-time roving mercenaryswordsman, now a penniless wanderer. One day he arrives in a small village,little knowing what adventures are in store for him. His ultimate task willbe to find the lost "Axe of Kolt" and return it, somehow, to the rightfulowner, the young King Kelson, imprisoned in his own castle by the evil Xixonlizardmen. This adventure sees him avoiding death in a snow-filled mountain
pass, braving the perils of an evil-infested forest, searching a long-abandoned mine for a way back to the surface, and fighting his way bystrength or by stealth through a castle full of the fearsome Xixon lizardmen!In between all this mayhem, Alaric finds himself helping damsels in distress,providing a meal for a very rude and extremely ugly dwarf, and even going for
a joyride in a rusty old mine wagon!

All three adventures are available in standard 48k tape versions, and much
expanded and enhanced 128k tape and disc versions.
MAGNETIC MOON and STARSHIP QUEST cost £2.50 (tape), £3.50 (disc) each or, if
you buy BOTH adventures, you get S0p off the combined price, £4.50 for the’
tape versions, £6.50 for the 128k +3 disc versions.
THE AXE OF KOLT costs £3.00 for the 48k or 128k tape versions, £4.00 for the
+3 disc version. If you buy it with Magnetic Moon & Starship Quest, you get afurther 50p off the combined price: ALL THREE for £7 (tape), £10 (+3 discs).
All prices include P/P within the UK - Outside UK please add 50p per order.Send your cheque/postal order (payable to FSF Adventures) to this address:

FSF ADVENTURES, 40 HARVEY GARDENS, CHARLTON, LONDON, SE7 8AJ
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[| ITE SPIO LRAT
A TEXT ADVENTURE FOR THE AMSTRAD (PC & PCW

BY KEN BOND AUTHOR OF THE TEST

£40 ON DISC ONLY, POST FREE IN UE,

MAKE CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS T0 KN.BOND

IT ADEL PARK GARDENS, ADEL, LE

iit} or ? }. iy
RY: VY)

o

L516 8BN,

PLEASE STATE WHETHER FOR 484, 6128 OR PCF,

SPECIAL OFFER. THE SPIRO LEGACY AND THE TEST ON ONT DISC FOR £7.00,



ADVENTURE WORKSHOP ?
A new magazine? For adventure writers? Go on...
It's for 16-bit computers! You know, Atari ST, Amiga, PC sachines... using whatever
software you want! STAC? Of course! TALESPIN? Naturally. AMOS? All the
adventure writing programs you can buy! Even STOS! You want more? You got it! Regular
articles on learning "6BOOO0” sachine code, using BASIC to write your adventures, it's
all here, in ADVENTURE WORKSHOP! It's =the only magazine that's dedicated to nothing but SET
writing adventures on 16-bit computers! And it's :

3

printed by Mandy Rodrigues too!

pe

You're impressed? You want a copy? It's just
- 235 for Brits, that's £1.75 if you

live in Europe, and the same price for the
rast of the world at the Seamail rate. If
that's a little slow, then £2.25 is the
faster Airmail price. You can order as many
15:05 as you want! Payment? That's easy!
bet a cheque or postal order and make it out
to "C.HESTER". Done that? Right.
Now Just send it off to my address below.
Thanks! Hope to hear from you..!

Christopher Hester,
3 West Lane, Baildon,
Near Shipley, West
Yorkshire, BD17 SHD.
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* » % SPELLBREAKER * x x
SPELLBREAKER! is Probe's "sister magazine and they are both produced to compliment each other.
SPELLBREAKEK! is packed full of maps, solutions, part solutions, hints and tips and all sorts of

adventure help. SPELLBREAKER! is produced in the middle of each month and costs just £1.50 an
issue and is available from:

MIKE BRAILSFORD

19 NAPIER PLACE, SOUTH PARKES, GLENROTHES, FIFE, KV6 1DX

HEHEHHH HHH EHHHEREHE ENRB
* * * SYNTAX * %* x
THE DISC MAGAZINE FOR ST ADVENTURERS

SYNTAX 1s a bi-monthly STE-compatible magazine for colour or mono systems (please state version
required when ordering), packed tull of reviews, solutions, hints and many other items or
interest to the S1 adventurer.

SYNTAX costs £3.50 an 1ssue or a year's subscription costs £20

Cheques/Postal Orders should be made payable to S Medley.
For more details or to subscribe contact:

SUE MEDLEY

9 WARVICK ROAD, SIDCUP, KENT, DA14 6LJ

HHHHHHHH REERENNRR
# % %* DASIS » x =»

Do you feel that sexism is ruining the software market for women? Do you feel angry when you see
software advertisements which are orrensive or degrading to women or men! Nov you CAN do

something about it! Join the Organisation Against Sexism in Software and help to clean up the
sortvare industry. Every member receives the bi-monthly newsletter with all the latest
information, news and views. Membership costs just £5 per year. For further details or to join,
contact:

SANDRA VOGEL

45 RAVENSBURY COURT, RAVENSBURY GROVE, MITCHUM, SURREY, Cke aDV

HHEHIHEEEEE NRE ERE
* % % SPLATT!! % x x

)

The zany adult magazine drawn and written by our very own krazy Kes Gray. Issue 3 January-
February 1991 is out shortly. More fun with the usual shower! In this issue there will be a
report/debate on COMPUTER PIRACY written by the infamous computer pirate "LEGION" of Intersecta!

This should be of interest to all computer adventurers who wish to join in the debate. SPLATT!!

costs just £1.25 an 1ssue. To order your copy make cheques/Postal Orders payable to:
K.GRAY

CARTOOK HOUSE, 3 ALDER CRESCENT, ORFORD, WARRINGTON, WA2 B8AQ
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ATTENTION ALL
AMSTRAD CPC AND PCW OWNERS!

FSF ADVENTURES IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT AMSTRAD CPC/PCW

VERSIONS OF THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED SPECTRUM ADVENTURES

MAGNETIC MOON, STARSHIP QUEST & THE AXE OF KOLT

ARE BEING CONVERTED AND WILL BE RELEASED IN THE

NEAR FUTURE - WATCH THIS SPACE FOR FURTHER NEWS!!

xR
xR
xR
xR
x ®

x
xR
® x

xx
tx
xx
xx
xx
rR
xx
xx
xx
* xERR EN A AN AR NR A RR A AR A A RRA RA A A ARR KARA RN RAR ARR ARENA RR RANA RNR RAREE A EE AN ER RR A RR RR RA A RRR A ARR RR RAR RAR AAR ANA R RNA A RAR RRR ANRARN REX

PRR ERE RR AA NR RAR ER RR RR REP ARRAN ERR A RRO RRR
SECONDHAND SPECTRUM ADVENTURE GAMES WANTED! !

CLEAR THOSE DUSTY SHELVES OF OLD GAMES!'!
ALL ADVENTURE GAMES BOUGHT (48k Spectrum only!!)
NONE REFUSED'! SEND DISPOSAL LIST(with sae)
FOR OFFER BY RETURN POST!! ORIGINALS ONLY!!
FHFE FEF FFELP Err E bbb rrr bb bb bbb br bbe d
LOOKING FOR _A PARTICULAR GAME??

SEND YOUR "WANTS" LIST(with sae)FOR INSTANT
RESPONSE WHEN YOUR GAME(S) ARRIVE!!
FHF FE 444d L EAE bIIIIbbss b abbas a0yor just send SAE forcurrent sales list!!
Gordon Inglis,]1 West Mayfield,Fdinburgh EH9
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ATLAS ADVENTURE SOFTWARE
PRESENTS

THE CASE OF THE MIXED-UP SHTNER: A light bearted text adventure romp through the land of
Nursree where things have gone wrong. Putting them right can have hilarious results. SPECTRUM

48K AND COMMODORE 64 CASSETTE £1.80. COMMODORE 64 DISK £2.99.

THE BLACK KNIGHT: A two part text adventure set in the golden age of kmights, mystery and
magic. Can you defeat the evil Black Knight and his minions and restore peace once more?
SPECTRUM 48K, COMMODORE 64 AND AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE £2.99. COMMODORE DISK £3.99. AMSTRAD CPC

DISC £4.00 (or send formatted CF2 and £2.50)

ATALAN: A traditional style text only adventure. Cast away on a mysterious island full of
treasures and danger. COMMODORE 64 AMD AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE £2.99. COMMODORE DISK £3.89.

ANSTRAD CPC DISC £4 (or send formatted CF2 and £2.50).

HARBORO # ST JIVES ¥ LOST IN THE AMAZON: A compilation of three text adventures. Each full size
adventure contains enough puzzies and probleas to keep you busy for weeks. COMMODORE 64
CASSETTE £5.50 OR DISK £6.50

TROUBLE AT BRIDGETON: You have been left in charge of Bridgeton Assylum for the afternoon but
something is wrong! All the patients have walked out! Can you find them and persuade thea to
return before the Manager returns and you lose your job? COMMODORE 64 CASSETTE £2.50. OR DISK

£3.50.

GRUE-KNAPPED! : Captured by the Grue and imprisoned in the Grue-Caves somewhere below Ormskirk.
Your companion has already been devoured and the Grue is mapping between meals. Only problea is
that you are his next meal! Can you outwit the dastardly Grue and make good your escape in one

piece? This zany text adventure, written by our very own Bob Adams will keep you puzzling,
mapping and splitting your sides laughing. AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE £2.99. DISC £4 (or send

formatted CF2 and £2.50)

THE GRAPHIC ADVENTURE CREATOR PLUS: By Incentive Software with disk accessing for COMMODORE

64K. Now your adventures can be as big as you wish. The nev system allows you to transport
objects to and from different parts of your adventures, each part loads automatically fros
disk. FULL MEV PACKAGE £29.85 or send your old GAC program with £10 for upgraded disk/manual.

COMPUTER ADVENTURES - THE SECRET ART: This cosprehensive guide to all aspects of adventures and

their creation is a must for anyone interested in adventures. £7.85.

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to ATLAS ADVENTURE SOFTWARE and sent to:
Handy Rodrigues, 67 Lloyd Street, Llandudno, Gwynedd, LL30 2YP

Overseas readers please add £1 per item to cover additional postage costs.
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LETTERS
ADVENTURES FOR A YOUNGSTER WANTED

Is anyone aware of any adventure games suitable tor young children? My elder son is eight, very
keen on reading, and has expressed an interest in having a go at adventure games himself. | used
to work in a library, and once a week | would have a group of children in to work through
Adventure books, which appeared to go down quite well. The most popular was one where there were
gerinite puzzles/riddles to be solved in order to progress, as well as the more normal adventure
probleas to be solved. In the holidays | would fetch the computer in and work through a simple
game vith thes, but many of them were older and were able to read text easier than By 500. Any
ideas tor games vith reasonably simple vocabulary?

COLIN SHAPER, 112 Woodland Ave, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 fHL
(Colin has a Spectrum and a QL computer so if anyone has any useful suggestions then please send
thea to his. Does anyone know if games such as "Micky's Space Adventure® or "Winnie the Pooh* is
available for Spectrum or QL? My suggestions include the Tartan "Sir-in-One" and *Shyser® as
suitable tor a novice but perhaps the vocabulary 1s a little advanced.......... cesssssesss Nandy)

A MYSTERY 1S SOLVED!

Arerregh! Sorry, it was me who put Stuart Whyte's telephone number instead of Mr Higgs’ on the
In-Touch ad in the January issue of Probe. The number should read (0602) 272028. A thousand
apologies to you, Stuart, and anyone who phoned the wrong nusber - you may be assured my head is
thoroughly buried in the sand!! In my phone book the numbers are next to each other and in By

hurry | mistakenly wrote down the incorrect number.
MARK ELTRINGHAM, Norwich, Norfolk.

A PARCHMENT WITH A DIFFERENCE

Greetings, my lady. May this letter be the first of many. The grey skies above the moors beckons
rain so | will press on. Firstly, many moons ago | wrote a scroll to the Sorceress but no reply
was rorthcoming. So, ot late, | wrote again, but results totalled nil. Can thou tell me 1f the
koyal Mail has a grudge against us Celts or is the Sorceress just not answering parchaents
anymore! Also, can thou tellet me if the M.U.D. (Hulti-User-Dungeon) is still in phase with this
land, it 1t be so, | beg send me some details. Next, a strange query upon my part. | possess a
SpectrumtZ contraption and a copy ot the PAW (I think 1t is version MII). When | try to compress
a database it parses, but instead of the counter counting down to 89, “Out of Memory" is
emblazoned upon the screen, and | as returned to the main menu. All of the "the’s® in sy location
text have nov been replaced by "RND??2?". This happens when compressing the start database. | had
none of this devilry "pon my battered 48, so speakest thou plainly - have other readers of
Adventure Probe had similar gremlins, or 1s it some mistake on my part? It is rather hampering
the writing up or my final adventures... Uf course | should really write to Gilsoft, but | never
received my user registration fora - despite sending them the back page of the manual a long time
ago. Have | been cursed by the Office of Post? Finally, a desperate plea from the heart. 'Tvas
long, long ago when | first embarked upon my quest for a copy of ROBIN OF SHERWOOD - THE

TOUCHSTONES OF RHIANNON® so can you tell me hov | can reserve some murky space at the bottom of
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the AP Scroll for the purpose of advertising and how many gold crowns it costs? Well, | must go

nov - the mist swirls ominously and hark! | hear footsteps approaching. So madam, farewell - till
next moon.

PAGAN THE HOODED, 8 Borras Park Rd, Wrexham, Clwyd, LL12 7T1G.

(Gentle Sir Pagan. Prithee accept my thanks tor the fine parchment which reached my humble abode

recently. Verily, as far as my poor knowledge goeth, ye Sorceress still abides at the same abode

as hitherto and should, for such be only good manners, have responded to thy requests for aid.
Could it be, perhaps, that thou neglected to secrete within the folds ot the parchment a small

token to enable the noble lady to reply without the need to delve deeply into her veluminous

purse to make her reply? | believe that to be the custos when corresponging to such august
personages. Thy query regarding the PAV has me somewhat baffled and so | pray thee, have patience
whilst | pass on thy request ror aid to a wizard who may be reading this and who may come forth
vith the wherewithal to aid thee. As to thy other request, | shall be most happy to acceed to thy
vishes 1n whatever manner | may be emboldened to do so and vill reproguce thy parchment within
the pages of Adventure Probe within one moon from this date with thy request for ROBIN OF

SHERWOOD. This will be done in full glory and not within some murky depth of the publication and
"twill cost not even one golden crown but ‘twill be entirely free. Perhaps anyone who has the
game secreted somewhere about their person will respond with this information and a bill of costs
for the same to your castle in the near fUtUPE..eeessssssesscscssrancsonsescsssnsesnoansess andy)
SECS Ss SSSI ssCssE STITT sss SIs ss3essessssssssesssss

HORE INFORMATION ON PC EMULATION

Hy February issue arrived right at the beginning of the month and proved to be the usual good,

interesting read. Congratulations to MerC for the standard cover logo you're now using. When the
Grue was raving over Jim MacBrayne's adventures on the Amiga | vas one of the Atar1 owners who

asked Jim to think about converting them for the ST. Now that he's dome so and I've played the
tirst two, | must recommend them to fellow adventurers. Jim sets some cracking probleas which can

nearly drive you round the bend but, above all, it's his command of the English language which

stands out. Rarely have | read such well-written descriptions and I can safely say that if you
like text adventures then you'll love these ones. (I couldn't agree with you more....Anon)
Following my article on PC emulators, readers might like ‘to know that prices are continuing to
tall - just check out the ads in magazines like Atari ST User. If you're having trouble getting
to grips vith MS-DOS, some enthusiasts have formed the PC Emulator Support Club and are rumning a

tree advice helpline - Tel:0622 677173 all day Wednesday and Saturday mormings. Finally, if Probe

doesn’t fully satisfy your cravings for all matters adventurous, may [ recommend SynTar to all ST

owners? The bimonthly discs are crammed with news, reviews, solutions, hints and tips, and it's a
vorthwhile addition to anyone's library of adventure-related publications.

NEIL SHIPMAN, Coalpit Heath, Bristol
SS2ISIISSEIISISSSIISIIEISSSIIIIISIISSSISSSSSSSSSITSSIZIISSSSISISS223323533333232328858322sss

FRIENDLY LETTER IN CHAT-NODE

Thank you for processing my application so quickly. Already two issues of AP have arrived and

caused me a bit of indigestion. Too much of AP is like eating fish-and-chips followed by Black-

Forest gateau. As | am fairly new to adventuring [ feel | don't have the experience and

authority to join in the great RPG vs Text-only vs Graphics-enhanced debate meaningfully, but |

vould like to say that for me, Adventuring is a form of escapism for the CHILD within. For this
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reason | prefer Fantasy than real-life scenarios like CORRUPTION. When I'm up to my eyeballs in
battle against a Monster, it's me out there battling away! When an object is hard to find or
obtain, it's me tearing my hair out in frustration. | don't need other complications of a CGP,

Interactive character or mobile messing me about. For example in the PAWN, if you don’t ask
Kronos about the Adventurer, you don’t get the Black-Box. Kronos only appears briefly in the
opening of the game, so 1f you hadn't sussed this out, you lose your chance. Fortunately, it's
not vital to the game that you get the box though. The point is that the home computer hasn't got
the power and capacity for exploiting interactive mobiles fully, so the author should use mobiles
vith care. You may have noticed me throwing my weight behind the text-only game, but I must
confess to having had an addiction to on-line MUGs. Anyway as the saying goes, variety is the
spice of life. Just imagine all the eleven members of a football team playing centre forward at
the same time! And finally, say | through Adventure Probe, express all good wishes to Bob Adams

for success in his ACU column. Thank you!
GEORGE HO-YOV, Hayes, Middlesex.

| MADE A CATASTROPHIC BLUNDER

Further to our recent telephone conversation, | would like to thank you for the help and advice
you gave me and for Tony Walker's telephone number. | contacted him about the probles [ have with
saving the position of tape adventures transferred to disc from tape and he has kindly agreed to
attempt to alter the tape versions to save to disc, thus making them playable for me. As |
aentioned to you on the telephone | made the catastrophic blunder of selling my faithful CPC 6128
and purchasing the 6128 Plus, which brings me to my next point. | would like to have a moan about
the shortcomings of the Plus machine. Firstly, 1 cannot for the life of me understand why Mr.

Sugar and his mateys decided to exclude a tape interface from the 6128 Plus, it surely couldn't
have cost more than a few coppers to install one in the machine. | have heard arguments from

various sources that "it is time to move on and away from taped based software on the Amstrad"
but that is no reason to restrict the purchasers freedom of choice of being able to load tapes of
vhich sy extensive collection is now redundant. Talking of software, it seeas that it is not
only tape based software that has fallen foul of the 6128 Plus. | have several games on disc (all
originals) that refuse to load. They are MYTH, DRILLER, LORD OF THE RINGS and PROHIBITION, to
name a few, | haven't yet had time to check all the disc software in my possession. | sees to
remeaber reading the advertising blurb about all the CPC software being "fully compatibie" with
the £430 chunk of plastic | now have the dubious pleasure of owning. One last point, all the
hardware | used on the CPC 6128 will no longer connect to the Plus as they mow use the Centronics
sockets and | have had to purchase adaptors to use the hardware, adding yet more cost to the new

machine. One major problem was that the Multiface [I was completely useless in the Plus and not
only because of the ditterent connector, the thing just was not compatible, something that
Romantic Robot have nov rectified. The biggest and most expensive compatibility probles has

proved to be "AMX STOP PRESS" with mouse, the mouse interface will not fit because the ludicrious
cartridge containing BASIC which fits into the side ot the machine will not allow the interface
to be plugged in, also there is no connection on the Plus tor the power supply tor the mouse, a

very expensive compatibility probles from my point of view. So, to sus up, [ am very
disallusioned with the 6128 Plus. It seems obvious to me that Amstrad have not done their
homework before launching this machine on an unsuspecting public. [If | knew then, what [ know
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nov, | would never have parted with my CPC and would have shelved out instead tor the games

console, 1t would have been far less trouble and cheaper 1n the long run. My advice to anyone
thinking of purchasing the 6128 Plus to “"upgrade® their CPC, is think very carefully before doing
so and not fall into the trap I did.

TOM LEAHY, Blackley, Manchester.

(I am so sorry that you have had such a disappointment with your nev computer, Tom, and | hope
that Tony Walker will be able to tind some way to help you to run your existing tape software. He

knows more about the workings or the Aastrad than anyone else | know. Sharing your experiences
vith other Probe readers will .perhaps prevent them facing the same disappointment «++ Manay)

HERE'S A NEW IDEA FOR PROBE READER'S

While | was reading the article by Bob Adam's in the January 1ssue of Probe, the most brilliant
1dea for a new monthly competition came into my head - tell me what you think about it Mandy.

Each month, subscriber's have to caretully read each article in the magazine and count the number
of time's each contributor mis-uses the apostrophe. The number's are then added together, and the
total 1s the answer to this month's competition. There could even be a special extra prize if you
could identity the worst of that month's transgressor's. Who knmow's where this might lead! By

the way, [ note that in your reply to Val Jesson you said that the reason for the ST version of
The Mission not containing some of the refinement's available on the AMIGA was lack of memory.

This isn't actually true, the real reason being the fact that | don’t own an ST and am thus
untamiliar vith the sophistication's of the machine. Facility's such as allowing definitioin of

function key's and the like thus had to be omitted.
JIM MACBRAYNE, Newton Mearn's, Glasgow.

SSCS CESS sssSSS SESS ss Coons sss essa sasacsssssssszssssassssssss33sczesssszszzsssz2s2=
FOR A WORTHWHILE CAUSE

Did you realise that this year 1s COMIC RELIEF year and | was wondering if we at Adventure Probe

could earn some money for charity. The fundraising idea | have thought of is AN ADVENTURE GAME

WITH A DIFFERENCE, in that each location, puzzle and message will be thought of by one person
(1e, | think of a puzzle, location and message, write thes down then another person writes the
next location etc). Then we pool all the ideas together and make a game out of thes. This would

be great 1f all the membership got invoived as this would make around a 400 location/puzzie
adventure, (I live 1n hope) but even if only a third of the membership wrote something that would

still make a substantial game!! | think the game will be best written on the GAC/STAC as these
cover over tour machines (ZX, C54, AMS, ST). So COME ON ALL YOU MEMBERS AND GET YOUR THINKING

CAPS ON! The theme will be a dream sequence, that way we can have plenty of scope tor
scifi/mysteryshistorical/humour, It must only be one location but can have any amount of tools

etc, also the objective 15 to find a DREAM PILL to carry on the dream until the end of the game

(each location will have a pill hidden somewhere). | hope to program the ZX side and some of the
C64 but will need someone to code in the GAC on the Amstrad and the ST. When all 1s completed no

one person texcept the programmers) will knov the complete solution BUT most people will at least
know one ot the puzzles and 1t's a good way of seeing that ome idea of yours in an adventure.
Also vith vhat we don’t use in the adventure we might be able to run oft a special game tor the
convention. Please write to either myseit or Mandy with your ideas.

ALLAN PHILLIPS, 70 Campbell Drive, Gunthorpe, Peterborough, Cambs, PE4 6IL
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tI Think that 1s an exceilent idea, Allan. Not onty would it give us ali a chance to heip a
YOrtny cause Out IT also gives everyone the opportunity or seeing our 10eas incorporated into an
agventure, Tn1s 1s especially valuable to those who nave no interest In programming but have some
loeas ror aaventure relateq prooless ana puzzles. | ror one will certainty start thinking about
a sultaple location and puzzie tor this. | nope tnat as many Probe readers as possible will aiso
Join in. Let's show what we canLL 1.11)2)

PGPPING UP FOR A BRIEF WORD

| an submerged beneath a great sea of examination scripts, but I'd like to surface briefly just
to say this: Zenobi have a new game out - THE LAMBERLEY MYSTERY. Of those adventures written with
an adventure-writing utility this 1s tar and away the timest | have ever played. It has that
elusive spark which draws you on, day arter day. | don't have time at present to go into details,
but | nope to write a tull account in due course. In the meantime, for heaven's sake buy one!! |
aon’t know who you are, lan Eveleigh, but | think your game 15 wonderiul. Best ['ve played for
years!

ALAN DAVIS, Brooknouse, Lancaster.

GRAPHICS CAN BE VERY VALUABLE

Like Angela Cox and her husband, | like playing all types of adventure games and even get
satisraction from scoring vell in some arcade games. With regard to tert versus graphics 1n

aoventuring, | am quite happy vith both...now! In the beginning, vith an unexpanded VIC20, |
played THE WIZARD AND THE PRINCESS without even realising it was an'adventure game, and, without
the graphics, 1t would have been a no-no tor me! My first real adventure was on the Spectrua
128+. When | bought the 128, included in the pack vas BLIZZARD PASS. Part of the pleasure for
ag, apart trom trying to solve each puzzle, was the moving on to "see" the next location. The

onder of “how did they do that?" intrigued me. [t took me nearly two years to complete, but
eventually with the patient help of walter Pooley) | did! | am not knocking text only
aoventures, because | love thes, and since purchasing an Amstrad 6128 and also thanks to Martin
Leverton, | am now enjoying Infocos games. The point | am trying to make, 1s that graphics can
be very valuable tor "hooking" new adventurers until their own "mind's eye" begins to work
ingependently. The option of having graphics on or oft 1s a great advantage. So, please home
adventure writers, let us have a bit ot both!

NARGARET CREWDSON, Egremont, Cuabria.
«how nere 1s a valid point in ravour or grapnics that | hadn't thought about, Margaret. | suppose
thal quite a Tew buoolng aoventurers, especially tne very young ones, could be put off by masses
OI Text ana grapnics 1n sucn cases wouid be or bemerit to them. As you ail know, | love all kinas
or aoventures although | nave to say thal my Iavourtes, ang the ones tnat nave made the greatest
lapression on me, are text onty. The grapnic aaventures that|enjoyare all animatea ones,
though ano | have never, personally, round static pictures very enjoyable (even the really good
ones oy Magnetic scrotis or the later Lever 9 aaventures/ but that is purely a personal
crelerence and, 0DY1ously, Many OMEr agventurers nave aifrerent reelings aout this subject. ii
faving grapnics In aaventures will bring more agventurers into the rola then it can only be goog
Tor the Tuture oI our noooy. Froviged tnat we can turn them oI 1I we want of Course.......Mandy)OOEEEE NRE RN NRE
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HELP WANTED
"Please can anyone help me with the following games: In INDIANA JONES, where abouts in the castle
mey Henry Jones be located? In LEGEND OF FAERGHEAL, how may | enter the mountain in Cylaane

Valley? (I know the mountain is only open at night, but [ think | may need something else - an
item maybe. | know which three items make up the key, but | don't know where to find any of thes.
Also can anyone tell me the answer to the following riddle in the same game: what is it that many

iike but directs even the greatest of kings actions. It's much like a sword ana made to hurt, but
it never draws biood though vounaing thousands. it thieves no-one but it does make rich. It spans
the whoie worid and makes jift rit. Tne greatest kingdoms it has rounded, and buiit tne oidest of
thes aii, but never nas it begun a war and those who trust in it wili i11ve In pienty for ever
sore.... What is it? (It beats me!).*

PAUL HARDY, 33 Fir Tree Drive, Vales, Sheffield, S31 8LZ

“Just before Christmas | purchased an Atari 5205TFM. My family and | use it with a portable
colour television (also used for my Spectrum) and most of the arcade games come across very veil,
particularly the cartoon-style graphics of games such as Carv-up. However, as | play text
adventures, | soon realised | needed a monitor for a sharp screen display, so | bought a Fhilips
8633 Mkz. It came within 24 hours, and | eagerly connected it up - despite the useless manual |

an almost sure [ made the right connections. My problems: The screen display is compietely
indecipherable even when | know what it snould say. It has black diagonal and horizontal lines on

an orange background, and won't stop rolling from bottoms to top no matter how much | twiddie the
various knobs. | hoped it was a faulty cable, but a replacement one gave the same result, and |
had to resort to returning the monitor. The sellers assured me it worked perrectly all day tor
thes, and duly returned 1t, vith the advice that it may be picking up interference. | tried
again, vith everything not only switched oft, but also unplugged. Still the same screen. | will
be most interested to hear from anyone who has experienced similar trouble, and anyone with a

possible solution to my predicament. Haybe someone knows of a monitor that WILL work! Unless |

can make the Hkz work, it will pe returned, and 1 will just have to ignore certain adventures
that require the clarity of a monitor. ANY sympathy, advice and intormation will be gratetully
received."

BARBARD GIBB, 52 Burford Rd, Liverpool, L16 6AQ

"Please would ANONYHUM get in touch with me as | need help with DAEMON and | believe that she has

completed it. My telephone number 1s 052 34604."
TONY MELVILLE, 38 Slaidburn Drive, Hala, Lancaster, LA1 4QX

"| vonder if any reader could recommend a Database that | could use to store my solutions of

agventure games and to catalogue my games. | am hopeless at programing or | would make one for
ayself. | own a Spectrum Plus 3 so tape or disk would be helprul. [ vould be very graterul 1t

someone can heip.*
JIN DONALDSON, C/o Connelly, 132 Stamford St, Glasgow, G3! &AU
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"| nave been able to do a full solution to OOZE with the exception of providing the answers to
two or the riddles set my Murx. You don't need the answers in order to finish the adventure
pecause wnen you get ome right you're only rewarded with s sometimes obscure) clue. However, I'd
love to know wnat they are - just one word in each case. Have you solved these!
1. Ine one wno proouces it, goesn't teri Il, the one Who takes 11 doesn't know it and the one who

KNOWS 11, G0esn't want IL.

4. Il has a hat put no head, a root put mo Shoe.
NEIL SHIFMAN, 1 Heath wardens, Coaipit Heath, Bristol, BSL7 21Q

riease could someone help me with THE EASE: | unoerstand | need a broomstick to get the key in
the basement, but am having trouble getting one from the storeroom ort the kitchen of the
govenor’s tat. | nave the brass key, cassette, steel key, wrapping paper, the plain pass and the
telex. 1 have changed the prison overalls ror the boiler suit. I've tried GET BROOM, GET STICK,

oT BRUOMSTICK. Looking at them does mot produce any info. As | trying the wrong words or is
there a broomstick somewhere else. | have looked everywhere | can think of. | wondered if the
olockage 1n the basin 1s important or part of the “atmosphere of the game". In THE ISLAND | am

having trouble getting the petrol from the landrover. [ have actually tried several times

inbetween getting the motor, belt, dinghy, inflating dinghy. I've been told to fill motor with

petrol berore rixing 1t to dinghy. Also before and arter chopping the rope with the axe. | have

tne parrot tdo | need the parrot?) It only nags me to get a move on. My inputs with the plastic
tuoe 1n pipe: COLLECT PETROL. GET PETROL. COLLECT PETROL IN CAN. FILL CAN WITH PETROL. PUT CAN

UNDEK PIPE - Ok UNDER TUBE. PUT END OF TUBE IN CAN. PUT TUBE IN CAN. PUT CAN UNDER LANDROVER.

[OF CAN UNDER TUBE..... All to no avail. Please what's the magic input?"
ANGELA ALLUM, 22 Point koyal, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 aHH

tI can neip with the petro: prooies, Angela, the input you neea is PUT TUBE IN FILLER PIPE, SUCK

eND, PUT END IN CAN. 1 am sure someone can come to your ala with your other problems........Mandy)

"van someone piease nelp with a probles | have 1n STALKER? Does anyone know how to cross the
quicksand. | lay the trame over the sand but as | cross the frame | tall orf and die. Also how do

I escape rros the hut without being killed by the people NW from the pod. | have got the device
Irom tne cave and got rid ot the cave cravier and that's all | can do. Any help would be

appreciated.”
DENNIS DOWDALL, 130 Cherwell Grove, South Ockendon, Essex, EMIS 6AH

"1 would be extremely grateful 1r someone could heip me with PILGRIM, | can't even get out of the
rooa! Also in TOVEK OF DESPAIR | can't get out of the glade with the statue."

HARION BROWN, 64 Marlborough Ave, Springview, Wigan, WN3 aPY

"Flease could someone teil me how to cross the quicksand 1n STIFFLIP AND CO?"

GEOFF WALLIS, 51ic Eider Avenue, Crouch End, London, NB 6PS

EREEEEERRNERRNEREY
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IN—TOUCH
SPECTRUM 48K software wanted: APPLETON, BASQUE TERRORISTS LOOSE IN DARTFORD, BOOSE UP, BRIAN THE

BOLD, ICE STATION ZERO and WEAVER OF HER DREAMS. Please write with price required to: GEOFF

WALLIS, Sic Elder Avenue, Crouch End, London, NB 8PS.

ARIGA software wanted: SILICON DREAMS, JEWELS OF DARKNESS and KNIGHT ORC. Piease write with price
required to RICHARD JONES, Maes-y-Garreg, Conwy Old Rd, Pensaenmawr, Gwynedd, LL34 6YE.

AMSTRAD CPC cassettes for sale: MYSTERY OF THE INDUS VALLEY, FOOTBALL FRENZY, NECRIS DOME,

KNIGHTHARE. £5 the lot including postage. Contact KEN DEAN, 16 Swonnells Court, Maltsters Way,

fulton broad, Lowestoft, Sutfolk, NR3Z 3PY.

AMSTRAD CPC software tor sale: LOKD OF THE RINGS, TIMES OF LORE, THE FOURTH PROTOCOL, SILENT

SERVICE, FIREZONE, COLOSSUS BRIDGE & all on tape for £6 each. ADVENTURE QUEST, DUNGEON ADVENTURE

1464 only) £3 each. Also PASSENGERS ON THE WIND (Disc) £7.50. All with original packaging and 1n

good condition. Also:
AMSTRAD CPC software wanted: For 6128, Infocom adventures SUSPECT, HITCHHIKERS GUIDE,

BUREAUCRACY, INFIDEL, ZORK 1, Il, 111, PLANETFALL, HOONMIST in good condition with all packaging

please. Good price paid. Please contact TOM LEAHY, 88 Holtby Street, Blackley, Manchester, H3

1AR, Tel: 061 202 2452.
AHSTRAD CPC 6128 sortware wanted: | am looking tor ANY Infocom games ror the Amstrad 6128 as |

haven't yet played one. lf anyone could sell me one | would be very grateful. Please contact: JAY

HONOSUTOMO, 23 Tintagel Close, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 GML.

INFOCOM SWOP'N'BUi: These adventures are accepted on the understanding they are ORIGINAL and with

all packaging, and advertised tor ONE month only. No responsibility can be accepted by either
Probe or Nic kumsey for any which are either copies or damaged. It is up to the individual to
check that the swop will run on their machine (please note that the majority of Infocoms will run

on exther 6126 or PCH, but a few early ones are machine dedicated). Lists are sent on a SAE basis
only. This month: ED PICKIN, 5 Lower Dingle, Hadely, Telford, Shropshire, IF7 5RS would like ZORK

I, Il, 111, ENCHANTER, SORCEROR, SPELLBREAKER, HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY, LURKING HORROR or

any other adventure for the Asstrad CPC 6128. Would also welcome a tull list of titles available
tor his machine as he 1s new to Infocom adventures. (Anybody got a full list they can send Ed

please...Nic R)

FEAR ASAE RARR ARRAN RAIA RA RAR R ARAN RARER IAF HRA ARERR RARE HARA RARER AAAS R ARIAS ARR AAA RA AA RAR RAHA

COMPETITION RESULTS

The answers to the recent INFOCON PUZZLE COMPETITION in Probe were: Scarab - SANDY CAVE, Gold Key

- UNICORN, Vial - SAILOR ON BOAT, Pear! Necklace - PEARL ROOM, Pot of Gold - END OF RAINBOW,

Zorkmid - NARROW LEDGE, Rusty Old Box - DUSTY ROOM, Gold Coffin - EGYPTION ROOM, Violin - DENTED

BOX. The first letters, rearranged spell out SUSPENDED.

Grue has askea me to announce that the winner was JUHN MARSHALL, or Burncross, sSherrield. John

Vins an Aé size, unique pnotograph ot Zork Zero. This photograph was especialiy mage for Ine

Grue ang will be rorwaraea to Jonn shortly. Congratulations, John, enjoy your prize.
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THE ADVENTURE THAT GOT ME HOOKED
By Mike Brailsford - Editor of Spellbreaker! Adventure Magazine

It's not that long since I began my adventuring - 1988 in fact.It all started when my dad bought as rubber-keyed Speccy 48k,
along with a load of games. Amongst these were a couple of
adventures, The Hobbit and Invincible Island.
After a while I managed to borrow the Speccy from him and I had a
go at The Hobbit. but could only manage about 12%, InvincibleIsland was all but ignored due to the time it took to respond to
my commands and also that it took ages to draw the graphics!
However The Hobbit had created enough interest for me to searchthe local high street shops for others. All I could find at thetime was a budget game going by the title of Rigel's Revenge andreleased on the Mastertronic/Bulldog label for the fantastic sumof £1.99!
I couldn't wait to get home and load it, especially as I had seenthe game mentioned in Mike Gerrard's Adventure Column in YS.

As I sat and watched the loading screens and read through theinstructions I wondered if it would be worth the wait ..... .. thefirst problem encountered was a sneaky one, many people werecaught out by the fact that they hadn't read the text thatappeared as the game loaded and they had missed the fact thatthe infra-red goggles that they were wearing had been blown offin an explosion, and as the first locations were in completedarkness you were helpless. I gave up counting the number oftimes I had seen people write in to various adventure columns and
asking for help on the game on this problem in particular.
The game itself was excellent, with small but detailed graphicsof certain objects and locations, and with great text, I became
thoroughly immersed in the game and I became the character that I
played, it felt like I was really there.
Some of the problems were really tough. but I stuck at it, hungryfor more and through scouring every glossy mag in my quest forhelp I eventually completed it. In fact I think one problem inparticular was so tricky that it actually took over from the
dungeon in the Hobbit in the number of requests for help, I'msure anyone who has played the game could possibly fail toremember the kitchen in the basement flat and how you were to
escape through the barred window, or what about the net that youfound yourself suspended in over a crate of dog food, I spentweeks (as I'm sure many people did) trying to work my way out ofthat one before I found out that it was impossible!
So there you go, the adventure that got me hooked, which
eventually lead me to Adventure Probe and Soothsayer and
ultimately Spellbreaker!. To finish off, I contacted the authors,Smart Egg not long after starting Spellbreaker! to find out ifthey had plans for any others or even to convert Rigel to 16-Bit,but I was very disappointed to hear that in order to survive in
an already declining market, they had to put their programmingtalents to producing arcade and football games for other software
companies,
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SOLLUT ION SERVICE
LATEST SOLUTIONS RECEIVED

ADULTIA. ADVENTURE. ADVENTURELAND. THE BANISHED FRINCE. BLUE DAGON. BOG OF BRIT. BOOZE UP.

CASTLE OF RIDDLES. CASTLEMAZE ADVENTURE. CASTLE OF THE SKULL LORD. CIRCUS. CROMN JEWELS. DAi-

TRIP. DIAMOND TRAIL. DILDO AND THE DARK LORD. DODO AND DAMN. DOOMSDAY PAPERS. DRAGONFLIGHT.

DRAGONSCRYPT. DRUIDS CIRCLE. ENCOUNTER. ESCAPE FROM PULSAR SEVEN. ESCAPE FROM SYLON 6. EVE OF

ZOLTAN, FERRYHAN AWAITS. FIRE ISLAND. FIRIEN WOOD. FIVE STONES OF ANADON. FLINT STRIKES BACK.

FORGOTTEN ISLAND. GALADRIEL IN DISTRESS. GHOST TOWN. GREEDY DWARF. GREMLINS. GOLD Ok GLORY.

GOLDSEEKER. HEXAGRAM OF TRUTANIA VALLEY, THE HOLLOV (TEXT). THE HOLLOV (GRAPHICS). HORROSCOPE.

HOUSE OF ORION. HOUSE ON THE TOR. INNER SPACE. IN THE CLUTCHES OF THE BALROG. ISLAND OF LOST

HOPE. KATAKOMBS. KAYLETH. KINGDOM OF CRAAL. KINGDOM OF KLEIN. MAGNETIC MOON (original Electro
version). MANOR OF DOOM. METHYHEL. MISSION X P 2. MOON MAGIC. MOONQUAKE. MYOREM. MYSTERY FUN

HOUSE. NECROMANCER. NINE DANCERS. OPERATION SAFRAS. PERSEUS AND ANDROMEDA. PHILOSOPHERS QUEST.

PIRATE ADVENTURE. PROJECT THESEUS. PROPHECY. PUPPET MAN. PYRAMID OF DOOM. RING OF TIME. RETURN OF

FLINT. RETURN OF THE WARRIOR. REVENGE OF ZOR. SADIM CASTLE. SERPENT'S LAIR. SPIDERMAN. SPHINX

ADVENTURE. STRANDED. STRANDED IN ILOOFRAX. SUPERGRAN. SUPER SPY FLINT. TOMB OF DEATH. TWIN ORBS

OF AALINOR. VALLEY OF THE KINGS. WHEEL OF FORTUNE. WONDERLAND. WOODBURY END. WOODLAND TERROR.

WYCHWOOD. 30p per solution please to cover costs. Complete list available in return tor S.A.E.

EEEERE NEEEEN EN EN NER NN RENE RENNER RRR ENE R NER NE NNR R NR R RRR NRE

PERSONAL COLUMN
*Stop moaning and worrying, Larry Horstield - I've been busy working mightshifts! But I've aimost
tinished the examine messages for KKK - and the Ad.Poster won't be long to follow. best wishes

from......krazy kez uray"
*Now available! Numerous commas and hyphens surplus to requirements. Unly used several times.
Apply B.A. care ot Probe."
"What 1s the most useless thing to be round 1n an adventure! | think the prize should go to a

gentleman by the name of G Jeffreys who has produced a Gruelingly Gruesome puzzle where the
luckless adventurer kicks a chest whilst wearing a pair of totally supertiuous boots. However, |

cannot think of a prize worthy of such a puzzle. Answers or suggestions on a £5 mote to G

Jettreys Esq. Care of Probe......Nic, The Vayfarer."ERERREER EE RRR RR ER ER RRR RR RE
KINGS AND QUEENS OF THE CASTLE

JAY HONOSUTOMD, 23 Tintagel Close, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 ENL ofters help with the following
Amstrad adventures: CRISPIN CRUNCHY, GNOME RANGER, MESSAGE FROM ANDROMEDA, SCAPEGHOST, SIMPLY

HAGIC and TALISMAN OF POWER.

PAUL HARDY, 33 Fir Tree Drive, Wales, Sheffield, S31 6LL offers help with the following
BATTLETECH, BEYOND ZORK, CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN, DUNGEON MASTER, ESCAPE FROM SINGES CASTLE, EUREKA 1,

2 & 3, GNOME RANGER PT 1, IMAGINATION, INGRIDS BACK, JOAN OF ARC, JOURNEY, KENTILLA, KNIGHT ORC,

KOBAYASHI! NARU, LORS OF THE RISING SUN, LORDS OF TIME, MILLENIUM 2.2, MYTH, RED MOON, RIGELS

REVENGE, ROBO CITY, SEABASE DELTA, SPYTREK, TOWER OF DESPAIR, VELNORS LAIR, VENOM, WAK IN MIDDLE

EARTH, WISHERINGEK and ZZZ1.

DON'T FORGET TO ENCLOSE S.A.E. WHEN WRITING FOR HELP
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GETTING YOU STARTED
TARK

By NEIL SHIPMAN played on Atari ST

VAKE JEMLEE, GET ALL (Sword, Cross, Heal :Mamacord, Bless Mamacord & Booklet), WEAR BLESS

HANACORD, S, D, N, U to Sloping Fissure, GET LIGHT MANACORD, CONJURE LIGHT, GET LANTERN, U, GET

ALL (Sumson Manacord k Ornate Key), N, WEAR SUMMON WANACORD, E, GET VATER, ¥, ¥, GET BRUSH, E, U,

E to Ruined Chapel, CLEAN ALTAR, GET BLESS MANACORD, CONJURE BLESS AT SWORD (The sword mow acts
as your light source), CONJURE BLESS AT CROSS, WEAR BLESS MAMACORD......ccvcvsessecnscsccccnsaens

ONE OF OUR _WOMBATS 1S MISSING
By WALLY JEFFRIES played on Spectrum 48K

N, E, 5, Search pile of feathers until you find the well-worn key, N, N, Unlock the bar, N, LOOK

AROUND (Note the presence of Guiness but forget the Celtic-supporting Spider). Find the Jackdaw,
WAIT repeatedly to find both a 1p and 5p coin (and several other objects), Find the kiosk south
of the lynz and make a decision that could assuage an elephant's hunger, Nov go to the toilet,
Get the Brass Key, Get the Cockroach (You can’t get it? Well, have a good l00k...)eesenceccecanes

ZED
By MARK ELTRINGHAM played on Amstrad

5S, ¥, RUB LAMP, LOOK UNDER STALL, LOOK, GET ZIP, E, E, S, E, N, PUSH BIN, GET SHEET, READ SHEET,

CONNECT ZIP, ENTER BIN, GET TOKEN, LEAVE BIN, S, ¥, N, ¥, ¥, N, K, Z, N, Z (Zed is talking to
Guard Dog), N, N, E, N, N, ¥, DROP ZIP, E, N, W¥ (in mens changing rooms), CHANGE CLOTHES, E,

INSERT TOKEN, TALK TO GIRLS (you learn that the transmitters merve centre is protected by a six
letter codeword, left scattered around the estate), N, MN, GET TOWEL, EXAM TOMEL (the sign of

'A'ries), N, N, EXAMINE CHEST...cceciencicreccnccasencnenccnsTTT rope
JOURNEY

By PAUL HARDY played on Amiga

BERGON-GET ADVICE, ENTER, ESHER-LOOK AROUND, PRAXII-EXANINE FOOD-EXAMINE MAP-REPLY-EXAMINE POUCH,

TAG-BRING FOOD-BUY MAP-SELL MAP- INVENTORY, EXIT, PROCEED, ENTER, PRAXIX-EXAMINE CUSTOMERS, ESHER-

LOOK AROUND, TAG-BUY DRINKS-BUY DRINKS, EXIT, BERGON-GET ADVICE-ACCEPT, PROCEED, BERGON-GET

ADVICE, MINAR-SCOUT, RIGHT, MINAR-SCOUT, ESHER-EXAMINE BODIES-EXAMINE CAIRN, PRAXIX-EXANINE

BODIES, PROCEED, ESHER-EXANINE LAKE, MINAR-SCOUT, FOLLOW SMOKE, PRAXIX-EXANINE HUT, KNOCK,

BERGON-TELL TRUTH, PRAXIX-EXAMINE HERMIT, HINAR-LOOK AROUND, EXIT, PRAXII-EXANINE BAG, PROCEED,

ESHER-EXAHINE STREAM, BERGON-GET ADVICE, GIND GOLD, BERGON-GET ADVICE, FIND GOLD, PRAXIX-CAST

ELEVATION AT TAGiccucocaenrenssencsarsncscensasencssscssconcsssoncansssassoncscessossascnssasases

CASTLE EERIE
By JIM DONALDSON played on Spectrum

¥, N, E, GET BAR, K, W, S, GET BROOM, N, E, E, REMOVE CHAIN, K, N, LIGHT TORCH, OPEN TRAPDOOR, D,

SWEEP FLOOR, GET PLANK, ¥, S, EXTINGUISH TORCH, DROP BROOM, S, E, 5, E, N, E, N, E, 5, PULL

GREEN, PULL BLUE, N, ¥, S, ¥, EXAN PIANO, GET WIRE.......... Seuss ssseseeseeniersasisass
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ADULTIA
By JACKIE HOLT played on Spectrum

LOOK, E, EXAM FLAKE, ¥, V, N, EXAM BAMBOO, S, S, EXAM JUG, CLIMB INTO JUG, TAKE SNORD, CLIMB OUT,

N, N, CUT BAMBOO, TAKE BAMBOO, S, EXAM BAMBOO, E, E, BLOW THROUGH BAXBOO, DROP BAMBOO, V, N, N,

READ INSCRIPTION, E, SEARCH BORDERS, TAKE KEY, EXAM KEY, E, E, S, S, S, 5, UMLOCK DOOR, DROP KEY,

S, TIP VASE, TAKE CROSS, EXAN CROSS, N, N, N, E, TAKE DUST..uvvvvveeenennnsensnsennnsnnnnnnnnnees

GODS OF WAR
By BARRY DURRANS

OPEN HATCH, TIE ROPE TO HATCH, NV, U, GET BRANCH, ME, PUT BRANCH INTO TAR, SV, E, LIGHT BRANCH,

SE, THROV TORCH INTO HATCH, S¥, GET ALL, WEAR MASK, WN, E, KILL DRUIDS WITH GASTAFF, SEARCH

DRUID, GET MOMEY, ¥, SE, NE, CLIMB ROPE, GET TORCH, E, PRESS SWITCH, V, ¥, ME, DROP TORCH, E, N,

YU, BOARD CHARIOT....cccecaeesccroccncnssssnancsscncessscncocnnccsscscscsasasasscantesennsnnccsens

CRISPIN CRUNCHY
By JAY HONOSUTOMO played on Amstrad

SHOUT FOR GUARD, FOOD, PEEL BAMANA, EAT BANANA, DROP SKIN, SHOUT FOR GUARD, S, E, S, S, S, §, §,

E, E, E, GET CLOCK. ecciieeanceannncscnnnes ssisisen sass caus bIRe ETT SR eR SEVERE ARERR VE

ADVENTURELAND
A GOLDEN OLDIE by ROM RAINBIRD played on Atari 800XL

Start in forest, E, E, GET AXE, 5, GO HOLE, GET FLINT, UP, ¥, GET WUD, CLIMB TREE, READ WEB, GET

KEYS, DOWN, CHOP TREE, G0 STUMP, GET BOTTLE, UP, ¥, GET FRUIT, E, GO STUMP, DROP FRUIT, GET LAMP,

DROP AXE, DOWN, GET RUBIES, UP, DROP RUBIES, DOWN, GO HOLE, UNLOCK DOOR, DROP KEYS, UP, UP, GET

AXE, UP, E, K, DROP MUD, DROP LAMP, DROP BOTTLE, DROP FLINT, N, GET OX, SAY"BUNYON®, SVIM........

BOG OF BRIT
By JACKIE HOLT played on Spectrum

SE, E, S, JUMP OVER STREAM, E, SEARCH, TAKE CARD, ¥, SW, SE, ¥, SV, SE, SE, SE, SV, E, D, E, E,

E, E, E, NE, GIVE CARD, MOUNT, E, K, WN, NX, N, NW, N, WN, MN, WU, DISHOUNT, Wu, K, SAY TO

SENTRY"CONON®, N, ¥, N, ¥, S, ¥, ¥, D, TAKE BOTTLE, U, E, S, U, GO ARCHWAY, E, E, E, E, NV, GIVE

CARD, MOUNT, E, N, N, N, ¥, DISHOUNT, ¥, ¥, S, ENPTY BOTTLE.....ccoceiencnnnancicnnanniaiannanans

GNOME RANGER
By PAUL HARDY played on Commodore

KNOCK ON DOOR- IN-WAIT-WAIT-WAIT-VAIT-UAIT-GET ENVELOPE AND SPADE-RUN TO CAVE-IN-EIAMINE LLAMA,

GET FLOVER-RUN TO FOREST-WAIT-WAIT-VAIT-GIVE FLOWER TO GNYMNPH-GNYMPH, HELLO-GNYMPH, FOLLOV ME-RUN

TO ROCK-GNYMPH,GIVE ME THE FLOVER THEN LIFT ROCK-WAIT-GET BRIDLE-RUN TO WATERFALL-GIVE SPADE T0

GNYMPH-GNYMPH, WAIT, DIG-¥-E-GET GOLD-GIVE GOLD TO LEPRECHAUN (Nb It is essential that it is you
and not the nymph who gives the gold to the Leprechaun otherwise you vill not get the help you
need trom the Leprechaun jater Oh....Mangy)...cieeeeesecesecnsanccncccssecscactrcscscncanes swe

CONTRUBUTIONS ARE NEEDED FOR THIS SECTION PLEASE

HEHEHEHHHHHH HHH HHHHHHHNN
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OBJECTS & THEIR USES
CROWN OF RAMHOTEP

By LOL OAKES played on Spectrum
AMULET - Wear after threading string (atter selling gold chain)
BOX - Insert disc to obtain leaves.

BAR - Tie rope to bar and lower rope to get ladder.
BOOK = (On Museum shelf) Read to translate Hotel Notice.
CHOCOLATES

~~
- Eat when Hungry.

CASE - Open atter paying bill.
CHAIN - kemove from Amulet and sell in the Jewellers.
CURATOR - Show Scroll.
CONPASS - To tind the way across Desert to Pyramid Entrance (S, E, E, 5, §, S and DIG)

THE THIEF
By GRAHAM WHEELER played on Atari ST

SPADE - From under bush. To dig Mound, dig Sand, Dig up Carrot.
KET - From Sea Cave. Wear to protect yourself from Bees.
BOTTLE - Dig up on Beach. Use to get water for Lion, sand for Scales and carry Queen Bee.
FLOTSAH - Found on Beach past Bear. Examine to find chest.
CHEST - Found on Beach. Use to store objects and 1reasurers.
SHIELD = From Guard Roos. It 15 a source of light.
COIN - Found in chest. Use to buy Axe.

ALE - Buy from Gypsy. Use to chop Tangier Roots.

DOMES OF SHA
By LOL OAKES played on Spectrum

ICEHAW EGG  - Hatch in Ice Pool then use Baby lcehawk to get rid of the Howlers.
CUBE - Press button to open cave entrance.
THROWING BLADE- Flick blade to get rid of Fumgii Gas.
BEAK - Use to cross fissure and drop it in bucket for extra weight.
VINE - Tie to beam and wheel then PUSH WHEEL (to reveal secret exit).

SHIP OF DOOM
By VICKY JACKSON played on Spectrum

COIN - To pay the Baron.
KEY - Insert in keyhole.
GLASSES - Wear them to find the battery.

TORCH - Shine ft at the beas.
MIRROR - Use to get out of Prison.
HOOK k ROPE  - Throw it to climb the ledge.
KNIFE - Cut the rope holding Android.
GUN = Kill the Aliens with it. SONIC SCREWDRIVER - Point it at Glass Cover.
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APPLETON
By MARGD: 2ORTEOUS played on Spectrum

BOOK - Read it for a clue.
CASH BOX - Take it back to the Vicar (probably in Vicarage Garden).
CHEVING GUN  - Give 1t to Choirboy.

CORD - Need to have this when starting motor.
CROWBAR - In Toolbag. Use to open Locker in maze (old mine).
EAR PLUGS - Wear to visit top of Belfry.
EMPTY PETROL CAN - Holds petrol from Launch.

GARDEN RAKE - Rake leaves in the well.
GLASS OF BEER - Buy then drink it, for access to Billiard Room.

KEYS = In Well. They unlock the car, shed and trapdoor.
KRIFE - Cut the tubing with it.

VALKYRIE 17
By JIN DOMALDSOM played on Spectrum

BRICK - To break case and get Stethoscope.
STETHOSCOPE  - To open safe.
SNOWSHOES - To valk across giant smowdrift.
SHEETS - To get out of Hotel from the Small rooa.
MIRROR - To break beams to get diamond.
NECKLACE - Pawn it for cash.
BOX - Give 1t to Butcher.
GROTNIK PIECE - For fare on cable car.
BOOK - Read it to learn how to ski.
VEST - Wear it to stay alive longer.
SHAVING FOAM - Spray 1t on the casera.

RIGELS REVENGE
By VILL ORTON played on Commodore 64

PART ONE

NIGHT SIGHTS - Wear to see in the dark.
BOOBY TRAP  - Kills you if mot disabled.
STUN GIN - Need in Part Two to shoot soldier in Lab.

BONE - Give to dog.
MEDIKIT - To get strength when weary.
DOG = Help in passing tank.
BODY - Examine for message and satchel.
SATCHEL - To carry more.
BOMB - To pass Guards in Part Two.

MINE DETECTOR - To cross minefield.
UNIFORMS = Wear Rigel umfora to pass Guards.
SCREWDRIVER  - To unscrew grill in Part Two.

SWITCH - To close hatch when attacked.
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HINTS AND TIPS
KINGDOM OF SPELDOME

By MARK ELTRINGHAN played on Amstrad

Carry the Crown to get past the Dwarves.

Carry the kope to get past the Goblin Trap.
Carry the Talisman to get past the Elf.

Carry the ring to get past the Orc.

Carry the coin to get past the Trolls.
Take the Goblet to Boltan's Tomb to finish the game.

JOURNEY
By PAUL HARDY played on Amiga

The most important character in your party is Praxix as without his spells you will not proceed
very far! Vhen Tag enters the pool in the cave to find Minor (who is missing) be should EXAMINE

TUBE. Mov LEAVE TUBE, TAG-HIDE, EXAMINE MINAR, WIDE PATH, LEFT, TAG-PICK UP TORCH, BACK, RIGHT,
TAG-EXANINE AMULET-PICK UP AMULET, BACK, PROCEED, TAG-PICK UP COVER-DROP THE AMULET, JUNCTION,

SHELLY POOL, DIVE, TAG-PICK UP AMULET, SURFACE, BACK, BACK TO CAVE, PROCEED. When the companions
vonder about crossing the wide, fast-floving river, ESHER-EXANINE RIVER, UPSTREAM, UPSTREAM,
BUILD RAFT, ESHER-EXANINE RAFT, PRAXIX-EXANINE BAFT-CAST GLOV ON MAP, LAUNCH RAFT, CROSS, CROSS,
CROSS, CROSS, MINAR-SCOUT, LEFT, RIGHT, RIGHT, LEFT, PRAXIX-EXANINE NAP.

LEGEND OF FAERGHAIL
By PAUL HARDY played on Amiga

In the Grand Board of Trades, let ALL your party members learn all the languages as not only will
they gain better concentration but will also be able to converse with every one of Gaerghails
inhabitants. Attack Traders whenever possible as you will be able to sell their wares yourself

back 1n town. When you find the old distinguished Priestess in a forest clearing USE AMULET.

THE INNER LAKES
By KICHAEL FOOTE played on Spectrum

Exasine your pockets. Find the soap in the sink.
The dog likes sausages. Put the grubs in your pockets.

LOOM
By STEVE MCLAREN played on Amiga

STANDARD MODE: After leaving Loom Island you see a waterspout. Click on Waterspout to learn the
TWISTING DRAFT. Cast TWISTING DRAFT in REVERSE on vaterspout. On Mainland: Walk in forest to find
invisible shepherds and learn INVISIBILITY DRAFT. Nov go to the Guild of Glassmakers and talk to
Goodsold. Outside glass tower: Click on the workers and cast INVISIBLE DRAFT in REVERSE. Goinside
and click on the crystal across the bridge to transport to tower and become invisible to the
vorkers. Go to other side ot the workers, click on bell to be transported to the sphere. Click on
the sphere tor the TERROR DRAFT and learn hov to deal with the shepherds.
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THE LOST TEMPLE
By BRIAN BUSBY played on Spectrua

In the jungle: From the Heli-pad go South-East, South, South.

In swamp: After dealing vith gas, go West, then East, South-East, South-West, East, South, East.
In convoluted passages: From bottom ot steps go West, North-West, South, South, East, North, Up.

MYSTERY OF MONROE MANOR
By GEORGE KERSEY Played on Spectrum

You should have unlocked the wardrobe from the outside if you are stuck imside trying to get out.
Insert the coin in the slot of the statue. Push slab four times. After moving the slab and gone
through the door and east, push thr rock.

Hold onto the Ankh.

Feed the meat to the wolves.

Climb up the ladder after dealing vith wolves to leave the manor into the forest.

CASTLE OF RIDDLES
"By BARBARA BASSINGTIWAIGHTE played on BBC

What gets wetter as 1t dries? - Amswer A TOWEL.

The answer to the Little Mamcy Etticot riddle is - CANDLE.

CAVEMAN
By BARBARA BASSINGTHVAIGHTE played on BBC

Use stick to scare Vultures.
The Lion Cub will scare the Buffalo's.

Use the Spear to kill the Goat.

BEHOLD ATLANTIS
By ALF BALDWIN played on Spectrum

Examine your jeans, you will find that you have enough money to buy the tings you need and pay
for the ride on the muie.

four suitcase 1s in the wardrobe in your hotel room. Open the suitcase and examime it twice.
Change 1nto your bather and go and wait in the Square for a youth to appear. His legs are very
sunburned so he would be willing to give you his sandals in exchange for your jeans.
Vait at the mule stop for the Greek to arrive with his mule to take you down to the beach.
Remember the work he mutters.

it 15 quite safe to leave your money on the beach, you will need 1t for the return trip.
Go for a swim 1n the sea and wear the goggles when the salt water makes your eyes smart.

Switch your torch on and dive down to the sea bed. Do a bit of digging with the spade to find a
stone. Being at the bottom of the sea it is a wet (vhet) stone and you can sharpen your knife on
1t to enable you to cut the kelp blocking the entrance to a cave.
Vhen you enter the cave, a portcullis drops down behind you and you lose everything except the
bather you are wearing. Don't worry, you will find all you need in Atlantis. You will find
Leskos's severed finger vith the holy ring on it 1n maze of slimy passages. The ring won't come

off so you need to put finger in jar of acid to disolve it.Use the hook to remove the ring.
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BLACK KNIGHT
By JOAN VILLIANS played on Spectrum

PART OME:

Pour Hilk to get butter.
Push Barrel.

Sharpen knife on courtyard step.
0il door with butter.

Give Oats to Stallion.
Climb chest to "Look on Shelf®.

PART TWO:

Maze: ME, S, E, ¥, N, M4, 5, NV to Glade.

Strip Guard to get uniforms then push him off the bridge.
Tie Vine and Hemp to branch.

Go 1n circle to choke Leopard.
Keep attacking Knight with sword.

CRACK CITY
By JOAN WILLIAMS played on Spectrum

Remove mesh at start to find gun (FEEL INSIDE MESH).

Pull rope to reach disused office, cut plaster first.
Kill man at vasteland to get pyramid, push body in canal.

Show pass to enter building.
Put pyramid on platforms, press green, red.

Talk to Technician.

THE QUEST FOR THE GOLDEN EGGCUP
By AMANDA OLIVER played on Comsodore 64.

To get in the Hut, give the beans to the Guard.
To rade on the Ferry a second time, shov card to ferryman.

To pass the (revasse, wave wand.
When you sit on the seat for the first time, Look Floor.

Wear your robe at all times to see in the dark.
Open Cage - to release bird and get rid of the Guard.

MYTHYHEL
By ALF BALDWIN

Dr Morgan's address 1s stored in the computer.
Return the Rosary Beads to the owner and you will be revarded.
It 15 too cold to go out without a coat. Examine the hatstand.

fou will need the skeleton keys to unlock the door to Dr Morgan's house.
Use a spell to get rid of the Mightstalker.

Laura can read Dr. Morgan's shorthand.

HEHEHE HHHHHHHHH HHH HH HHH EH HHH HEH HHHHH
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BUGS 8 AMUSING RESPONSES
METHYHEL
By BARRY DURRANS

At the end of part ome, you are sitting in an Aeroplane wearing a parachute. The plase starts to
fall and there is a door to the vest. When | (typed tn JUP OUT | ms greeted with the respouse:
“Tou hand your revolver to the Customs Officer and he asks to see your passport®! Strange eh?”

THE BASE
By NNGELA ALLIM played on Aestrad

°| tod a fwn way to die in The Base - try pulling the rope in the mortwary. Shewld we ask Kem

if they thought the dead man would get wp and walk out of prison?”

THE ISLAND
By ANGELA ALLIM played on Amstrad

*| vas most surprised to find that | could stand on the sea in this an!®

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE URGENTLY WEEDED FOR THIS SECTION PLEASE

SERIAL ISED SOLUTIONS

THE HERMITAGE
TV0 PART VERSION by JOM SCHOFIELD played ea Spectrum 48

PART ONE:

MH, U, N, ¥, ¥, EXAM TABLE, CET BOTTLE, EXAM BED, CET BLANKET, E, E, E, E, EXAM FURMITRE (Body of

Archbishop), EXAR BODY, GET DAGGER, ¥, V, W, ¥, EXAM SEATS, CET CRUCIFIX, N, E, E, SEARCH PAPIT,
GET BIBLE, S, EXAM FONT, FILL BOTTLE (holy water), ¥, S, S, D, SS, S, V (beside river), VET

BLANKET, VEAR BLANKET, E, S, E, E, E, IN, GET BODY, EXAM BODY (yeu get seme coins and a flint),
¥, N, N, THROV CRUCIFIX AT WOMAN, EXAM BED, GET MAP, S, S, UNTIE VOWAN (te Deed End), SAY TO

VOMAN °HELLD® (she thanks you for saving her. She will show yeu Lhe way throwgh the dark forest
to an enchanted clearing), FOLLON WOMAN (te clearing), EIAM LFAVES (you fimd a staff), EXAM

STAFF, SV, SE, GET CAMDLE, SU, GET TINDERBOI, E, E, E, GIVE BAC (of celns) TO WAR (you cam mow

cross the bridge), E, M, N, E, S, E, Ek, 5, E (lost {n Foothills), USE HAP, MOVE BOULDER VITH

STAFF, DROP STAFF, DROP WAP, IN, E (moises etc), READ BIBLE, E, DROP BIBLE, EXAM RAM, VAKE MAN,

KILL HERMIT VITH DAGGER, EXAM STONE, PULL STONE (way out), EXAM HOLE (yos find a book), READ

BOOK, RAMSAVE GAME, E, D, E, E, W, N, IN, CLOSE DOOR, SLEEP, W, V, B, ¥, EXAN BUSHES (you find
pouch), EXAM POUCH (10 copper coims), F, WN, RESQE NAN (from gargeyle creatwres), IN, SAT TO

THOMAS®HELLO®, GIVE BOOK TO THOMAS (he writes down a (trawsiation snd gives you the paper. You

leave the cave and continue east, This 1s the end of parl owe. Save your position to tape for
‘loading into part two. Score Y0/%),
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ALF BALDVIN 0452 500512 MON TO SAT 10AM TO SPM Spectrum.
JACK HIGHAM 0925 81963: FRI TO MON 7PM TO 10PM Spectrus.
WALTER POOLEY 0S1 8331342 ANY REASONABLE TIME Various.
DOREEN BARDON 0653 626509 MON TO FRI 6PM TO 10PM Spectrum.

WEEKENDS ANY REASONABLE TIME

MIKE BRAILSFORD 0592 757788 SUN TO SAT 10AM TO 10PM Various.
MERC DA24 434214 ANY REASONABLE TIME Atari ST.

JASON DEANE 0492 622750 ANY REASONABLE TiME Amiga.
JOAN PANCOTT 0305 784155 SUN TO SAT 1.PHM TO 10PM Amstrad.
ISLA DONALDSON ° 0Aa1 05406802 SUN TO SAT NOON TO 12PH Amstrad.

‘ 1

NIC RUMSEY 03212 2737 MON TO FRI 6PM TO OPM Various.
BARBARA :

v

BASS INGTHWAIGHTE 0935 26174 SUN TO SAT 10AM TO 10PN BBC.

BARBARA GIBB 051 7226731 ANY EVENING FROM 7PM BBC.

DAVE BARKER 071 7321513 MON TO FR! 7PM TO 10PM Various.
STUART WHYTE 061 9804645 ANY REASONABLE TIME Amstrad.
ROBIN MATTHEWS 0222 569115 OR 0642 781073 IBM PC

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

® #= s THE ULTIMATE INFOCOM HELPLINE » » »

It you need help with an Infocom adventure then who better to
help you than A GRUE! Ring GRUE on 0695 573141 between 7:30pe to
Spm Mon to Fri. Or write to 64 COUNTY ROAD, ORMSKIRK, WEST LANCS,
L39 1dH. :

ADVENTURE PROBE

It you need to contact Probe please telephone
0492 77305. I will be available at all
reasonable times any day apart from Sunday, and
Monday afternoon, but please try to telephone
between 10am and 10pm. it you are telephoning
for help on an adventure then daytime only
please!But please try the helpliners for helpfirst as above.

PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU ONLY
RING AT THE TIMES SHOWN


